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ABSTRACT 

 

In the present investigation, the effect of Al–5Ti–1B grain refiner on the microstructure, 

mechanical properties and hot tearing tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy have been studied. 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is a relatively new Al-Si-Cu alloy with good strength and excellent 

wear resistance at both room and elevated temperature. However, despite their 

advantages, when these alloys are cast via the permanent mould casting (PMC) process, 

they show a high susceptibility to hot tearing. Grain refinement has shown promises as 

a mean to increase mechanical properties and to reducing hot tear in aluminium alloys 

via achieving finer grains. The refinement of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is carried out by the 

addition of varying amount of titanium 0.035 wt.% to 0.050 wt.% of Ti.  

The present work is focused on improving the grain refining efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy via ball milling, annealing and hot rolling. By these processes more 

number of heterogeneous nucleating sites are (TiAl3 particles) formed of smaller size. 

After ball milling and hot rolling TiAl3 particles reduce in size from 80 µm to 9 and 15 

µm, respectively. The improvement in grain refining performance of Al-5Ti-1B master 

alloy is due to the fracture of larger TiAl3 particles into fine particles during rolling. 

The improved grain refining efficiency of the Al-5Ti-1B master alloy on annealing is 

ascribed to the increased volume fraction of TiAl3 and the possible formation of 

(Ti,Al)B2 phase. The mechanical properties are enhanced by 40% MPa and 31% HB 

respectively by addition 0.035 wt.% Ti hot rolled master alloy.  

For hot tear test, a permanent mould having test bar of size 260 mm long and 20 mm in 

height with constraint at the end has been used. The effect of mould temperature and 

grain refinement on hot tearing tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy has also been 

investigated. The results indicate that mould temperature and grain refiner show 

significant influence on reducing the hot tearing tendency of the alloy. Effect of mould 

temperature on hot tear formation has been studied at room temperature, 90 ºC, 160 ºC, 

230 ºC and 300 ºC. Higher mould temperature upto 300 ºC helps in reducing hot tear 

susceptibility of the alloy by refilling the material in later stage of solidification. The 

results showed that the hot tearing tendency of the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy was removed with 

the addition of cast master alloy at 0.050 wt.% Ti. When master alloy was further treated 

using ball milled, annealed and hot rolled the mechanical properties were improved 
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significantly and hot tear was reduced. The addition level of wt.% titanium also reduced 

from 0.05 wt.% to 0.045 wt.%, 0.040 wt.% and 0.035 wt.% Ti respectively. 

During later stage of the solidification higher volume fraction of solid forms and as a 

subsequence, hot tears directly nucleate in the interdendritic liquid from pre-existing 

micropores. The hot tearing surface morphology shows the formation of spikes either 

by the necking of solid bridges established across the grain boundaries prior to pulling, 

or by the sudden break-up of the liquid film during pulling. Further, thermal analysis 

suggested that grain refinement delayed the onset of dendrite coherency in Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy and therefore increased the duration of bulk liquid metal feeding for the grain 

refined casting conditions. As a consequence, the influence of such factors resulted in 

a more uniform distribution of strain, and subsequent higher resistance to hot tearing 

for the refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The addition of hot rolled master alloy in Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy showed more fine and equiaxed grain structure in comparison to as cast, ball 

milled and annealed master alloy at lower addition level. Characterization study has 

been carried out by OM, DSC, XRD, SEM and TEM analysis. 
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1 Chapter one  

Introduction 

1.1 Background   

Aluminium alloy castings are used in the automotive industry for several components 

such as engine blocks and cylinder heads, due to their favorable combination of low weight, 

recyclability, easy machinability and low cost [1,2]. The most common class of aluminum 

alloys is of aluminum-silicon-copper (Al-Si-Cu) system [3,4]. These alloys produce lighter 

and more fuel efficient vehicles. Cost reduction and product optimization have been the 

driving force for research in the field of alleviating casting defects. It was nearly 1969 when 

Campbell [5] issued a research paper on the feeding mechanisms in casting. A notable 

literature view by many researchers [6-8] depicted attention to the scientific and technical 

knowledge on metal related castability effects in aluminum foundry alloys. Experimental 

work has been started though not on a wide scale, paying special attention to the feeding 

mechanisms and their influence on mechanical properties and porosity formation. The 

dendrite coherency point is a vital characteristic in cast aluminium-silicon alloys [9-13], 

because it marks the transition from mass feeding to interdendritic feeding in the 

solidification process [6, 14-17]. Recent investigations across a large range of aluminium 

alloys have reported that the fraction of solid at which dendrite coherency is reached varies 

systematically as a function of alloying composition, cooling rate, and grain refinement 

[9,11,18-23]. 

Grain refinement plays a vital role in improving metallurgical characteristics and 

mechanical properties of aluminum alloys [24-32]. Fine equiaxed grains [33] ensure the 

following benefits: (a) uniform and improved mechanical properties throughout the 

material,(b) distribution of secondary phases and micro-porosity on a fine scale which in 

turn improves machinability, (c) better feeding to eliminate shrinkage porosity, (d) better 

surface finishes on both the basic casting and the machined parts, (e) reduced ingot cracking 

and improved resistance to hot tearing, (f) better strength, toughness, fatigue life and 

corrosion resistance [34-41]. The addition of Al–5Ti and Al–5Ti–1B master alloy to the 

Al-Si-Cu alloy melt discharge a large number of intermetallic particles, for example TiAl3, 

TiB2 and (Al,Ti)B2 into the melt. These particles act as heterogeneous nucleating sites for 

the solid grain during solidification [42-45]. The TiAl3 and TiB2 particles exhibit a 
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particular orientational relationship with α-Al phase, along which the grain refinement 

occurs having minimum lattice mismatch. However, the dimension, distribution, and 

morphology of heterogeneous particles play an imperative role in the process of grain 

refinement. Furthermore, many researchers [46-51] have investigated the improvement in 

grain refining response of Al-Si-Cu alloys, with variation in contact time. It has been 

observed that grain refinement increases with increase in contact time, but only up to a 

certain extent, beyond which, with increase in contact time the grain refining efficiency 

remains unaffected. This has primarily been attributed to the agglomeration and settlement 

of TiAl3 and TiB2 particles with greater contact time. Nevertheless, a conventional method 

of achieving higher grain refinement of Al-7Si-3Cu is through the proportion of Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy.  

By now, various attempts have been made to improve the grain refinement response on the 

Al–Si-Cu alloys. Ghadimi [52] and Murty et al. have [53,54] additionally demonstrated 

that ball milling, annealing and hot rolling enhances the grain refining efficiency of Al-5Ti 

and Al-5Ti-1B master alloy by aggregate the TiAl3 phase. One effective route is to increase 

the addition level of Al–5Ti–B master alloy, which is undesirable in practice [55]. In the 

present investigation, possibility is explored to refine the TiAl3 particles in Al-5Ti-1B grain 

refiner by ball milling, annealing and hot rolling technique and to achieve equiaxed grain 

structure in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy at lower addition level of grain refiner. Ball milling and 

rolling consequences in the fracture of TiAl3 particles [56]. During rolling, a high 

concentration of stress is accommodated on the particle matrix interface, which leads the 

fracture of TiAl3 nucleating particles. Since the particles are brittle in nature so, stress 

concentration results in their fracture. Rolling provides larger number of heterogeneous 

nucleating sites in the melt [57,58]. Murty et al. [53] investigated that as the hot rolled 

reduction level of master alloy is increased the grain refining efficiency of the master alloy 

is increased in Al alloy resulting in finer grains and enhance mechanical properties [59-61].  

When Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is cast through permanent mould casting (PMC) process, it has 

higher susceptibility to hot tearing. This defect limits the use of Al-Si-Cu alloy as their 

outstanding mechanical properties are offset by its hot tearing tendency [62-69]. The hot 

tearing is a casting defect and induced during the solidification in aluminium alloys by 

pulling the columnar dendrites in the transverse direction. Eskin et al. [63] predicted that 

hot tearing tendency of the alloy depends on various casting parameters such as pouring 

temperature, mould temperature and chemistry of the alloy. Furthermore, grain refinement, 
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geometry of mould, and superheat of the melt also affect the hot tearing tendency of the 

alloy [70-72]. Recent investigation [65,63] proposed that hot tearing is a strain controlled 

phenomenon and occurs when it reaches a critical value in hot spot zone. In the first stage 

of solidification, liquid film is relatively thick enough and continuous throughout, while in 

the latter stage, the film is thinner and thinner and the deformation is localized on a few hot 

zones, giving rise to high strains [73,74]. Furthermore, Campbell [5] quantified Pellini’s 

[75] theory and stated that strain in the hot spot is directly influenced by the coefficient of 

thermal expansion, the length of mushy zone, length of the casting, and length of a hot spot. 

Hot tear is formed in a critical region of the mushy zone where the liquid film of 

interdendriritic is more or less continuous and permeability is less [76-80].  

The size of the mushy zone and the solidification behavior of molten metal in the mushy 

zone also affect hot tearing. Bala et al. [81] investigated that solidification of casting 

depends upon various parameters such as mould wall temperature, metal mould interface, 

material of the mould and mould wall thickness. Various studies [82-84] also emphasized 

the role of tensile stresses in the mushy Zone, which imposed due to the insufficient feeding 

of melt in interdendritic region. Hot tearing probability of many binary alloys has been 

investigated such as Mg-Zn [85], Mg-Y [86], Mg-Gd [7] and Mg-Ca [77]. In addition, the 

hot tearing tendency of ternary alloy Mg-Zn-Y [87], [87], Al-Mg-Cu [79], Mg-2Ca-xZn 

[84], Al-Mg-Sr [88] and Al-Mg-Ca [15] alloys have also been investigated. Wang et al. 

[79] reported that hot tearing in Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy is completely eliminated by grain 

refinement. As per Saveiko theory [16] presence of thin and continuous interdendritic film 

in the later solidification has low tendency toward hot tearing. Eskin et al. [63] suggested 

that impurities can considerably affect the ductility and the freezing range of alloys. It has 

been thoroughly investigated that fine equiaxed structure prompts to various paybacks such 

as high yield strength, improved machinability, improved feeding to eliminate the 

shrinkage porosities, diminished hot tearing tendency, and lessened mould filling time in 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy [37,52,84,89,90]. 

Recent studies by Eskin et al. [63] reported that grain refinement reduces the onset time of 

thermal contraction and pushed it at an advanced stage of solidification giving fewer 

thermal strain in the mushy zone. This grain refinement decreases hot tear propensity in 

Al-Si-Cu alloys. These potent nucleating particles act as substrate for heterogeneous 

nucleation, and eventually refines the α-Al phase [29,45,49,91,92]. Finer grain 

morphology, subsequent from grain refinement, enables improvement in feeding of liquid 
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melt during solidification and also improves solidification strain homogeneity. Titanium 

silicide has lower chemical stability with molten metal. Therefore, Ti:B inoculation 

produce poisoning effect with higher Ti level. The morphology, size, size distribution or 

TiAl3 particles in the Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner also play a vital role in deciding the grain 

refining performance of the grain refiner [53,54,93]. The ball milling, annealing and hot 

rolling of grain refiner are done, to eliminate the hot tearing tendency at lesser addition 

level of Ti:B via improved grain refining efficiency. This also eliminates the possibility of 

poisoning. The improvement in grain refining efficiency is a key variable to limit hot 

tearing in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy, for example, this defect can be eliminated at lower addition 

level of Ti:B. After outlining the recent studies, this research concentrates on advance in 

grain refining efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. The entire body of effort is far too vast 

to experimental comprehensively; the study is focus on eliminated hot tearing tendency of 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy at lower addition level of grain refiner. Starting here of view a point by 

point investigation of the microstructure, grain refining proficiency, XRD and SEM of the 

annealed Al-5Ti-1B master alloy and Al-7Si-3Cu alloy are carried out in the present 

investigation. 

1.2 Objectives of Present Study 

The primary aim of the study was to improve the mechanical properties and hot 

tearing resistance of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with addition of Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner master 

alloy. The objectives of the present research work are subcategorized in following heads.  

• Study of different processing conditions on the shape, size and particles distribution 

of TiAl3 particles of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. 

• Assessment of grain refinement in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with addition of as cast, ball 

milled, annealed and hot rolled master alloy. 

• Investigation of above effects with different characterization techniques such as 

microstructure, XRD, DSC, SEM and TEM with EDX. 

• Study about mechanical properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with addition of as received 

and treated master alloy. Comparison between the as cast, with ball milled, annealed 

and hot rolled master alloy. 

• The effect of mould temperature and grain refinement on hot tearing susceptibility 

in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 
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• Examination of hot tearing by addition of as received and treated master alloy with 

different content of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. The addition of optimum grain refiner 

in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy to observe the effect of grain refiner on the hot tearing tendency 

of the alloy. 

1.3 Outline of Thesis 

The contents of the thesis have been organized into seven chapters.  

Chapter 1 deals with the overall idea about the thesis. The applications of Al-Si-Cu alloys 

in various industries and their importance are given in this chapter. The major problem 

faced by Al-7Si-3Cu alloy i.e. inadequate mechanical properties and susceptibility to hot 

tearing are also discussed. Effective ways to enhance the mechanical properties of the alloy 

are also given. 

Chapter 2 presents a concise review of the literature available on alloy solidification, 

mechanical properties, thermo-mechanical treatment of grain refiner, the theories of hot 

tearing, and the factors affecting hot tearing, including alloy composition, grain size and 

processing parameters. The various techniques used to characterize mechanical properties 

and hot tearing susceptibility are also critically reviewed. The mechanism of grain 

refinement and the hot tearing tendency by inoculants have also been discussed.  

Chapter 3 includes the detailed experimental procedure employed for alloy preparation 

and characterization. Al-7Si-3Cu alloy was prepared using commercial purity Al (99.7%), 

Al-13Si and Al-33Cu master alloy. As received Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was given the 

following treatments, (i) Ball-milled into a fine powder (10 µm). This was achieved by 

cutting the starting master alloy by lathe machine and then ball-milled for 10h, 30hand 50h, 

respectively, (ii) Annealing was performed at 500 ºC, 600 ºC, 700 ºC and 800 ºC in a muffle 

furnace with an accuracy of ± 5 ºC. This was done to improve the volume of TiAl3 particles, 

and (iii) Hot rolling was done at 250 ºC and 350 ºC with achieving reduction level 25%, 

50% and 75%, respectively. Table 1 shows the type of master alloy with different 

treatments. 

To identify the phases, present in the Al-7Si-3Cu and Al-5Ti-1B alloy, XRD studies were 

carried out using an X’Pert Powder PAN alytical diffractometer with CuKα radiation. The 

microstructures were characterized using an optical microscope (OM, Leica DMLA), 

scanning electron microscope (SEM, NOVA NANO 450) and transmission electron 

microscope (TEM, G2 20(FEI)) with EDS micro-analysis facility was used for 
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microstructural examinations. Solidification behavior was studied by Differential Scanning 

Calorimeter (DSC 404 F3). The tensile test was performed for experimental samples in as-

cast state and grain refined on a tensile tester. Values of ultimate tensile strength are 

determined by the average value of three test samples. Hardness measurement was 

performed by a Brinell hardness tester. The Brinell hardness value at each state was 

obtained by the average of at least five measurements. For hot tear test, melt was poured in 

a steel test bar of size 260 mm long and 20 mm in height, at varying amount of master alloy 

with various processing conditions. Table 1.1 shows the types of master alloy which are 

carried out to investigate the effect of various treatments on mechanical properties and hot 

tear tendency. 

        Table 1.1 Types of master alloy 

Si. No. Alloy type Treatment 

1 Type A As cast 

2 Type B Ball milling 

3 Type C Annealing 

4 Type D Hot rolling 

 

Chapter 4 covers the results and discussions about microstructure, macrostructure, 

porosity and mechanical properties of the cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Various 

amount of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was added to the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy under different 

treatment such as ball milling, annealing and hot rolling. TiAl3 particles have better grain 

refining efficiency in comparison to TiB2 particles and present in microscopic form, 

whether TiB2 particles are is submicroscopic form. Therefore, to notice the effect of ball 

milling, annealing and hot rolling on morphology of heterogeneous nucleating particles, 

TiAl3 particles were mainly focused. However, the presence of TiB2 particles on TiAl3 

surface increase the grain refining efficiency of the master alloy.  It is observed that the hot 

rolling showed maximum grain refiner efficiency at lower addition level of Ti as a 

comparison to type A, B and C master alloys. An X-ray diffraction pattern of the as received 

Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was studied, which showed that the alloy consisted of TiAl3 phase 

with a tetragonal crystal structure (JCPDF No. 01-072-5006), TiB2 phase with a hexagonal 

crystal structure (HCP) (JCPDF No. 01-085-2084) and α (Al) phase with a face-centered 

cubic (FCC) crystal structure (JCPDF No. 00-004-0787). The XRD patterns after ball 

milling, annealing and hot rolling showed that the relative peak intensity of TiAl3 particles 
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is increased in comparison to as cast master alloy. The higher peak intensity confirms that 

the grain refining performance of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy increased from as cast to ball 

milled to annealed and finally by hot rolled. The improvement of TiAl3 peak intensity 

during ball milling and hot rolling is due to the fracture of these brittle intermetallic 

particles, resulting in more number of heterogeneous nucleating sites. The increase in the 

TiAl3 peak intensity with annealing temperature suggests an increase in the volume fraction 

of the phase. The increase in the TiAl3 peak intensity is a confirmation of higher volume 

fraction of the TiAl3 phase. The increase in the TiAl3 peak after annealing suggests that the 

alloy does not grasp equilibrium during its synthesis. 

Optical microstructures of as cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy showed that the 

addition of master alloy under various processing conditions refined the α-Al phase. A 

change is observed in the microstructure from columnar grain structure to a mixture of fine 

columnar and equiaxed grain structure within 10 min of holding time. This is given as 

follows;  

As the addition level of wt.% Ti of as cast master alloy is increased in the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy, 

the refinement of α-phase improved. The optimum grain refinement of α-Al phase is 

obtained with the addition of type A master alloy with 0.050 wt.% Ti. However, the higher 

addition level (0.055 wt.% Ti) could not show the further refinement of α-phase rather 

negative effect of Ti addition was observed.  The optimum grain refinement of Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy is achieved with the addition of type B master alloy at 0.045 wt.% Ti for 30h with 

average particles size 20 µm. However, Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type B master 

alloy at 0.045 wt.% Ti for 50h does not show the further refinement in the microstructure. 

Which was due to the smaller particles of 10 µm in size after 50h. Smaller particles of 10 

µm size of TiAl3 may dissolve quickly into the melt. 

The improved grain refining efficiency of master alloy after annealing could be attributed 

to the increase in volume fraction of TiAl3 particles. At higher annealing temperatures of 

700 ºC, the grain refining performance of master alloy increased to that at 500 ºC and   600 

ºC. However, annealing at 800 ºC shows poor performance of master alloy to other 

temperature due to the segregation the TiAl3 and TiB2 particles at upper and lower region, 

respectively. The best response of grain refinement on Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is achieved with 

the addition of hot rolled master alloy at 75% reduction level at 0.035 wt.% Ti. At, 75% 

reduction level there are more number of TiAl3 particles of size 15 µm in comparison to 10 

µm after ball milling. The TiAl3 particles of size 15 µm is more stable into the melt in 

respect to size of 10 µm. 
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It is observed that porosity can be minimized with the addition of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. 

The finer grains permit to drift the liquid melt into the mushy zone which is needed to heal 

the pores in the later stage of solidification. This reduces hot tearing tendency of the Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy besides improvement in mechanical properties. The as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

displays the porosity formation (2.6%).  With addition of type A master alloy at 0.05 wt.% 

Ti it decreased upto (2.3%). The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type D master alloy 

shows the minimum porosity (0.6%) at same addition level with 50% and 75% reduction 

level. 

The coarser primary α-dendritic structure exhibited low tensile values in the unrefined 

alloy. The tensile properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type A master alloy 

increases with increase in wt.% Ti upto 0.050 wt.% Ti, which was due to the change in the 

morphology of primary α-phase from coarser dendritic structure to fine equiaxed structure. 

The hardness properties of the alloy increases with increase in wt.% Ti upto 0.050wt.% Ti, 

and increased further with the addition 0.055 wt.% Ti. This was due to the presence of 

higher number of heterogeneous nucleating particles and large intermetallic phase. The Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type D master alloy exhibited optimum results of tensile and 

hardness values in comparison to the type A, B, and C master alloy. The tensile and 

hardness properties of refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with the addition of type D master alloy at 

0.035 wt.% Ti, roughly increased by 40 and 34% respectively. This shows that the optimum 

value of Al–5Ti–1B master alloy gives us the maximum tensile values (292 MPa) and 

hardness (89 HB) at 0.035 wt.% Ti. 

 

Chapter 5 deals with the effect of mould temperature and grain refinement on hot tearing 

tendency in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Al-5Ti-1B master alloy is added in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy as 

received type A and with treated master alloy of type B, type C and type D at varying wt.% 

Ti for each case. The study of various process parameters to minimize hot tear tendency of 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is given as follows.  

It is observed that the mould temperature has a major effect on hot tearing tendency of Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy. It is seen that the fracture is generated in test bar at room temperature,           

90 °C, 160°C and 230 °C mould temperature. It is observed that as the mould temperature 

increased up to 300 °C, the hot tearing got eliminated. At higher mould temperature 

principal strain was lower and hence, a reduced tendency to form hot tears resulted. The 

results suggest that the grain refinement reduces hot tearing severity of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

by restricting the growth of α-phase. When, type A master alloy with 0.050 wt.% Ti was 
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added to the melt, the hot tearing got eliminated. This has happened due to the sufficient 

nucleation sites available for grain refinement. 

The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type B alloy at 0.045 wt.% Ti for 10h shows crack 

near the down sprue in the test bar. However, at the same addition level of type B alloy for 

30h and 50h, hot tear got eliminated. Ball milling for 30h and 50h has caused higher 

fragmentation of existing TiAl3 particles resulting in more number of finer TiAl3 particles.  

The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type C master alloy with 0.040 wt.% Ti, at 400ºC, 

500 ºC and 600 ºC temperature shows hairline fracture in the test bar. By addition of type 

C master alloy at 700 ºC, crack got eliminated at the same addition level. However, the 

same addition of type C master alloy at 800 ºC has caused appearance of crack again in the 

test bar.  Hot rolled master alloy has extraordinary abilities to refine the dendritic structure 

as compared to other type A, B, and C master alloys due to the fracture of TiAl3 particles. 

In this case the TiAl3 particles after rolling fragmented to 15 µm particles size. The particles 

of size 15 µm showed best response towards grain refinement. The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with type D master alloy with 0.035 wt.% Ti of 25% reduction level is added to 

the melt, a minor crack is observed in the test bar. Same addition level of type D master 

alloy with 50% and 75% reduction level were sufficient to remove the crack from the test 

bar.   

The cracks noticed in the test bar were examined under SEM to understand the cause of 

fracture. Evidence of density difference from liquid to solid is seen at the fracture surfaces, 

which proves the tensile loading present during tearing. It is obvious that hot tearing occurs 

due to porosity formation.  Solid skeleton formation begins to transfer tensile forces at the 

early stage, which suggests that a continuous dendritic network formed in the mushy zone 

begins to separate under the applied tensile force. It is indicated that hot tearing is initiating 

and propagating under the applied tensile force.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the important outcome of the present investigations and suggestions 

for future work.  

Appendix (I – VI) introduce the wt.% grain refiner calculation, the mean particle size of 

nucleating particles, phase transformation reaction and a list of publications. 

1.4 Advantages of Addition of Grain Refiner 

Addition of grain refiner exhibited several advantages 

(i) Refinement of dendritic structure into the equiaxed structure. 
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(ii) Improved feeding and reduced ingot cracking. 

(iii) Better homogeneity with reduced porosity.  

(iv)  Improved mechanical properties.  

(v) High productivity and reduced costs. 

1.5 Industrial Applications of Al-Si-Cu alloy 

There are various companies which are working to produce Al-Si-Cu alloy 

components and lead to the application in automotive industry, especially for automotive 

engines, crankcases, intake manifolds, cylinder blocks, cylinder heads, pistons, cast oil 

pans and valve lifters [48]. 
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2 Chapter Two  

 Literature Review 
This chapter contains the fundamental aspects of solidification, grain refinement, 

mechanical properties and hot tearing tendency of the alloy. This chapter covered the 

relevant literature about the effect of different process parameters on mechanical properties 

and hot tearing tendency. Review of grain size and mechanical properties by various 

investigators was also carried out. 

2.1 Principle of Solidification 

When liquid metal cools then transformation from liquid to solid takes place. During 

solidification nucleation of new grains takes place which may further grow, so 

solidification comprises two different processes; nucleation and growth [19]. Nucleation is 

of two types; homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous nucleation occurs in pure 

metals, while heterogeneous nucleation takes place in alloys due to foreign particles [12, 

94-98]. During the solidification of a casting, most alloys freeze over a temperature range 

and solidification occurs gradually with decreasing temperature. As the temperature 

decreases, the developing solid fraction leads to a continuously changing mush 

microstructure and increasing difficulties of feeding liquid [99]. Further, the freezing liquid 

continuously contracts to form solid and generating a pressure difference between the 

inside and outside of the casting.   This internal pressure might decrease enough to become 

negative, as a hydrostatic tension, and is undesirable in casting, as it is the driving force for 

the initiation and development of defects including porosity and hot tearing [14]. 

2.1.1 Homogeneous nucleation 

When pure metal cools in a liquid state, then it transforms in a solid state at fixed 

temperature. Thermodynamically for pure metals, there is only one temperature where solid 

and liquid can coexist [100] Critical radius and free energy for homogeneous nucleation 

can be given as  

  𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠
∗ =

−2 γ𝑠𝑙

∆𝐺𝑣
                                           (2.1) 

  ∆Gc =
16

3

𝜋γsl
3

(∆Gv)2       (2.2) 
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Where, γsL is the surface energy (J/m2) of solid–liquid interface. For an undercooling ∆T, 

per unit volume, Gibb’s free energy ∆Gν can be given as 

  ∆G𝑣 = ∆𝑇∆𝑆 =
∆𝐻𝑓∆T

𝑇𝑚
       (2.3) 

∆T = undercooling (K) below liquidus temperature, ∆S = change in entropy (J/K/m3) for 

liquid to solid phase transformation, ∆Hf = enthalpy of solidification and Tm = temperature 

for melting. If embryo of solid is bigger than the critical radius (r*), then the embryo 

survives and develop into a nucleus [101]. Figure 2.1 shows the change in Gibb’s free 

energy for homogeneous nucleation. 

 Change in Gibb’s free energy for homogeneous nucleation [102] 

2.1.2 Heterogeneous nucleation 

Heterogeneous nucleation occurs due to foreign particles which reduced critical free 

energy so that stable nuclei may form at lower energy or the nucleation may take place at 

certain points (Fig.2.2). Heterogeneous nucleation required less energy as compared to the 

homogeneous nucleation. Hence, heterogeneous nucleation occurred more rapidly than 

homogeneous nucleation. In heterogeneous nucleation the foreign particles worked as 

nucleus if wet by the liquid, it should make low contact angle and liquid should have some 

structural affinity with solid [103]. If foreign particle is wetted by both solid and liquid, 

then force equilibrium can be given as 

 

𝛾𝑚𝑠 = 𝛾𝑚𝑙 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃        (2.4) 
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 Heterogeneous nucleation of spherical cap on a flat mould wall [102]  

 

Now from Eq. (2.4) 

  cos 𝜃 =
𝛾𝑚𝑙−𝛾𝑚𝑠

𝛾𝑠𝑙
                                         (2.5) 

Gibb’s free energy for heterogeneous nucleation can be given regarding wetting angle θ 

and cap radius r as; 

  ∆Ghetro = (−
4

3
𝜋𝑟3∆𝐺𝑣 + 4𝜋𝑟2γsl) G(θ)    (2.6)  

  ∆Ghetro = ∆GhomoG(θ)      (2.7) 

  G(θ) = (
2−3cosθ+cos3θ

4
)      (2.8) 

Now by differentiating Eq. (2.6) it can be shown that 

  𝑟𝑐 = −
2γsl

∆𝐺𝑣
        (2.9) 

  ∆Gc = (
16

3

𝜋γsl
3

(∆Gv)2) G(θ)        (2.10) 

So from above equations, it is cleared that critical energy or free energy barrier for 

heterogeneous nucleation (∆Gc) is less when compared to the energy barrier of 

homogeneous nucleation (∆Gc) by factor G(θ) and is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

It can be shown that critical radius rӿ is given as, 

rӿ 
het = -2γsl / ΔG       (2.11) 

and 

Δ fӿ 
het = Δ fӿ

 homo (2 – 3 COS θ + COS3 θ)/4    (2.12) 
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 Free energy curve for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation [102]  

As the contact angle changes from 0ο to 180ο, some important conclusions can be made 

from the following cases:  

 At θ = 0ο, Δ f ӿhet = 0 

 At θ = 90ο, Δ f ӿhet = 
1

2
Δ f ӿhomo 

 At θ = 180ο, Δ f ӿhet = Δ f ӿhomo 

Hence as the contact angle θ decreases, the value of rӿ
het decreases, which indicates that the 

volume of the heterogeneous nucleus becomes smaller and hence requires fewer atoms for 

its formation. So it can be concluded that rate of homogenous nucleation is much faster 

than the rate of heterogeneous nucleation.  

2.1.3 Solidification and growth of alloy 

The solidification of pure metal is not so common. Even commercially available 

pure metal exhibited such amount of impurities which change the characteristics of pure 

metal to alloy [9]. Therefore, solidification in alloy studied with equilibrium and non-

equilibrium solidification. Constitutional super-cooling takes place due to segregation of 

alloying element ahead of the solid-liquid front as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

Constitutional supercooling occurs in alloy while thermal super-cooling operates in both 

pure metal and alloy. At the time of growth, rejection of solute formed a constitutional 

super-cooled zone at the solid-liquid interface. The constitutional super-cooling can be 

given as 

        GL ≥ -mL C0 (1-k)/k DL             (2.13) 
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 Constitutional undercooling on solidification [103]  

Where, GL = temperature gradient (K/m) in liquid ahead of solid–liquid interface. R = 

growth rate (K/ wt.%) of phase diagram, C0 = bulk alloy composition (wt.%) in liquid, k = 

partition coefficient and DL = diffusion coefficient (m2/s) of solute in liquid [10]. 

Growth is the increase in size of the solid nucleus after it has been nucleated (Fig. 2.5). It 

usually occurs by the thermally activated jump of atoms from the liquid to the solid phase. 

 Growth of the solid on solidification [104]  

When the temperature of liquid is below the freezing temperature, a protuberance on the 

solid-liquid interface will grow. Campbell [11] identified five feeding mechanisms (i.e. 

liquid feeding, mass feeding, interdendritic feeding, burst feeding and solid feeding) that 

take place during alloy solidification. Fig. 2.6 displays a schematic of the five feeding 

mechanisms during solidification. The mechanisms are described hereunder in the order in 

which they generally take place. 
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(i) Liquid feeding is the first feeding mechanism to take place during casting. At the 

beginning of solidification, the liquid drifts freely before any solid formation or through 

large channels between solid regions [12].  

(ii) As solidification progresses and the alloy temperature cools, nucleation of solid 

particles take place. Such nuclei, are responsible for the growth of grains in alloys. Each 

nucleant develops into a grain and therefore the number of nuclei is key in determining the 

ultimate grain size of the casting. If the more nuclei present in the melt then these produce 

the finer grain size [13]. Once nuclei exist in the melt, shrinkage (i.e. pressure differential) 

prompted flow occurs by what is termed as ‘mass feeding’ [14]. At this stage, crystals are 

suspended in the flowing melt. Both liquid and mass feeding are effective at feeding the 

solidification shrinkage since there is no barrier to the liquid movement. Further, the 

casting’s solid structure has very little coherence and therefore no stress accumulation in 

the casting at this stage. Thus, the casting is not prone to porosity or hot tearing during this 

stage of solidification. 

 Schematic diagram of the five feeding mechanisms during casting [105]  

(iii) As solidification progresses, growing dendrite arms begin to impinge on one another 

and eventually form a solid network. The solid fraction at which this occurs is called the 

dendrite coherency point and typically ranges between 0.25 and 0.60 [106, 107]. At this 

stage of solidification, stresses arise in the network as the dendrite arms begin to 

mechanically interact with one another. Further, the solidifying mass loses the 

characteristics of a viscous liquid and becomes a semi-solid paste. As a result, the mobility 

of liquid metal is reduced and the remaining liquid is limited to regions through the dendrite 

network. Thus, the dendrite coherency point marks the onset of interdendritic feeding, 
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although some mass feeding can still continue due to small-scale movement of dendrites 

[108,109]. 

(iv) With increasing solid fraction the dendrite network becomes more closely packed 

leading to smaller interdendritic feeding channels. In turn, this makes it increasingly 

difficult for the remaining liquid to flow and accommodate solidification shrinkage. If a 

shrinking region in a casting is not fed by interdendritic flow, a hydrostatic tension develops 

in the liquid and this imposes an increasing stress on the solid network. The increasing 

stress at this region may exceed the strength of the solid network and cause the network to 

collapse or “burst”. This feeding mechanism is hence termed burst feeding. During burst 

feeding, the broken or “burst” portions of dendrite arms are suspended in the melt, similar 

to that which occurs during mass feeding. Burst feeding occurs at select regions within a 

casting (i.e. where stresses are high enough to collapse the solid network) and takes place 

simultaneously with interdendritic feeding. 

The regions along the casting may also exist whereby either the imposed stress on the solid 

network is not sufficient to yield the barrier to interdendritic flow, or the strength of the 

barrier is substantial such that it may not yield. In this case, the stress will continuously 

increase and any release of stress will correspond to the creation and growth of a pore [110]. 

Thus, burst feeding is a desirable mechanism that enhances the permeability of the 

solidifying network and limits the formation of defects. During the final stage of 

solidification, the dendrite network develops into a rigid solid skeleton and regions of liquid 

become isolated.  

(v) At this stage, the feeding mechanism that takes place was identified as solid feeding. 

Pools of liquid remain in pockets between dendrite arms due to the high enrichment of 

solute at these regions [111]. As solidification progresses, it results an increasing number 

of dendrite arms and dendrites coalesce resulting in more liquid regions becoming isolated 

[112]. Hence, the permeability of the solid network becomes too low for liquid to flow 

through and further thermal contraction will cause pores to grow and hot tears to form. 

2.2 Casting characteristics of Al-Si and Al-Cu System 

Aluminium has numerous remarkable intrinsic properties. Al is a light metal, with a 

low melting point. It has virtuous thermal and electrical conductivity. It has high electro 

positivity, even though its oxidation forms an impermeable layer of alumina that keeps 

protect from further corrosion. Aluminium alloy surface properties can be improve by 
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various surface treatments. In form of pure substance, aluminium is an extremely malleable 

and ductile metal. The addition of elements can significantly improve its strength but 

certainly alter the other properties of the metal. Therefore, a huge array of aluminium alloys 

has been developed.  Use of aluminium castings in automobiles has increased from non-

structural demanding, as it is the case of cylinder heads and engine blocks.  To structural 

parts, such as suspension struts due to the beneficial effects that arise by combining light 

weight and mechanical properties [113-116]. The alloys of the series 2xxx, 6xxx, 7xxx are 

precipitation hardening alloys which exhibit high strength. The 2xxx and 7xxx alloys have 

the best mechanical properties which are used in applications where high specific properties 

are required (aeronautics, aerospace, transport, military applications). The presence of 

copper in these alloys increases their sensitivity to corrosion. The 6xxx has lower 

mechanical properties but have excellent forming abilities and good resistance to corrosion. 

These alloys are used for profiled products. They can also be used as electrical conductors. 

The other series are hardened by mechanical treatment. The 1xxx alloys have capability to 

be cold formed. They are widely used for common goods (packaging, cookware, heat 

exchangers, and thin foils). High purity alloys (99.99 %) are used in electronics and optics. 

The 3xxx series have the same applications as the 1xxx series but with increased 

mechanical properties. The 5xxx series have relatively good mechanical properties, a good 

welding ability and a good resistance to corrosion. The Al-Si alloys (4xxx) are seldom used 

as wrought alloys, but are intensively used as cast alloys. Now a day, aluminium castings 

are more demanding in the automotive industry for assemble of several components such 

as cylinder heads and engine blocks. This credit goes to their favourable combination of 

low weight, recyclability, easy machinability, and low cost [117]. 

2.2.1 Al-Si alloys 

Developments and optimization of aluminium alloys casting techniques have 

promoted to advance material properties which enable aluminium castings to assure the 

new market necessities and have permitted to provide substitute. Silicon is the well-known 

alloying element of cast Al alloy. In hypoeutectic alloy, the silicon percentage usually 

varies from 5 to 12 wt.%. Silicon is principally responsible for “superior castability”, i.e., 

the capability to completely fill dies and to freeze alloy without hot tearing formation. 

Silicon plays a significant role to improve the wear resistance of the alloy due to its hard 

phase property. By addition Si with other alloying elements, improve the mechanical 

properties and make alloy heat treatable. 
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An alloy which persists more than 7 wt.% of Si forms three-dimensional eutectic Si 

networks containing interconnected Si platelets inserted in the ductile-Al matrix upon 

solidification [118]. Silicon content in Al-Si cast alloys effects tensile properties at both 

room and elevated temperature; while its character becomes more emphasized in the 

deficiency of alloy elements (e.g. Cu, Mg and Fe) [119]. Two main alloying elements which 

have been extensively added to Al-Si cast alloys are Mg and Cu, which upturn the strength 

of the alloy. These alloys are mostly used for a wide series of applications, such as engine 

cooling fans, structural aerospace components, air compressor pistons, fuel pumps, 

machine fragments, etc. [120-121]. The strengthening phases like θ(CuAl2), β(Mg2Si) 

and/or S(CuAl2Mg) tend to become unstable above 200 ºC, coarsen rapidly, and at last 

melt, primary to the production of an alloy which has a damaging microstructure for high 

temperature applications. Cooper addition was found to improve the tensile strength and 

creep resistance of Al-Si alloys at higher temperatures (up to ~200 ºC) [122].  

 

 Schematic phase diagram of Al-Si [121] 

Fig. 2.7 presents a phase diagram of the Al-Si system with a eutectic point. The eutectic 

point is at 12.3 wt.% Si and the eutectic temperature is 577 °C. Aluminium melts a 

determined of 1.6 wt.% of Si while the solubility of Al in Si is nearly zero [123].  

The microstructure of the Al-Si cast alloys mainly consists of a major phase (α-Al) and 

eutectic mixture of Al-Si. By increasing the cooling rate we can achieve finer grains with 

small SDAS, changes the morphology of eutectic Si to small and rounder ones from large 
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and elongated plates-like. Plate-like morphology of eutectic Si-particles remained 

unaffected by increasing cooling rate. 

2.2.2 Al-Cu alloys 

Al-Cu alloy is a high strength-ductility cast alloy. It is widely used to cast large 

shape and bearing components. Some forging blank can be replaced by Al-Cu alloy may 

decrease production cost. Therefore, the Al-Cu alloys have been extensively used in various 

applications like aerospace, automobile, and airplane [124,125]. It is observed that the alloy 

with 4 wt.% Cu [126,127] exists as a single phase α-solid solution near 550 ºC, and at room 

temperature as a mixture of α (with less than 0.5 wt.% Cu) and an inter-metallic compound, 

CuAl2 (θ) with 52 wt.% Cu (Fig. 2.8). α-rejects excess Cu as precipitate particles of θ on 

slow cooling. These coarser particles moderate the strengthening of the alloy.  

 

 Schematic phase diagram of Al-Cu [128] 

A supersaturated solution of the alloy can be obtained at room temperature by rapid cooling, 

at higher temperatures up to 200 ºC, the diffusion of Cu atoms occurs and the precipitate 

particles are formed. For this particular alloy, Al-4wt.% Cu, five successive structures 

occurred: (a) supersaturated solid solution α, (b) GP1 zones, (c) GP2 zones (θ” phase), (d) 

θ’ phase and (e) θ phase, CuAl2. θ’ and θ phases produced at higher temperature and GP1 

and GP2 zones are occur at lower temperatures.  

The extremely small size of particles and their uniform distribution precipitates in the initial 

stages and the most difficult to analyze. Guinier-Preston zones (GP) have a definite 

composition and structure that is differ as that of the final stable precipitate [129-131]. 
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Evidently these particles nucleate easier than the final precipitate. Eventually they 

disappear as later more stable phases appear. θ” and θ’ are meta-stable transition 

precipitates with distinct crystal structure of their own, while θ is the equilibrium stable 

precipitate of CuAl2. 

2.2.3 Al-Si-Cu alloys 

No ternary compound is formed in Al-Si-Cu system. Here, Aluminium base 

saturated solid solution remains in equilibrium only with CuAl2 and Si. The ternary eutectic 

(Al) + (CuAl2) +Si is formed at temperature between 520-525 °C and contains 5 - 6.5 wt.% 

Si and 26 – 31 wt.% Cu (Fig. 2.9). Table 2.1 shows the solubility of Cu and Si in solid 

aluminium at various temperature. 

 

   Al-Si-Cu phase diagram [132] 

   

  Table 2.1 Solubility of Cu and Si in solid Aluminium [100] 

T (°C) 500 460 400 300 

Cu (%) 4.1 3.6 1.5 0.4 

Si (%) 0.85 0.6 0.25 0.1 
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The solubility of copper and silicon in CuAl2 is negligibly small. The maximum solubility 

of copper and silicon in solid aluminium is 4.5 wt.% Cu and 1.1 wt.% Si respectively at 

room temperature. As the temperature decreases, the solubility of Si and Cu also decreases. 

2.3 Grain Refinement of Aluminium Alloys 

In grain refinement, the grain size of α-Al phase reduced which improve the feed 

ability, reduce porosity, hot tearing and leads to better mechanical properties of Al-Si alloy 

than the alloy with coarser grains size. The grain refinement is carried out with the addition 

of grain refiner in melt which provides more number of heterogeneous nucleating sites and 

formed the grain of smaller size [133]. In the industry, various types of grain refiner 

available for aluminium alloys, based on Al-Ti, Al-Ti-B, Al-Ti-C master alloys, and Ti or 

Ti-B containing salt tablets. Al-Ti-B master alloys are available in several forms, most 

commonly as piglet, waffle plate, nugget and cut rod. Al-Ti alloys are commonly supplied 

as Al-10 wt.% Ti, Al-Ti-B alloys as Al-5Ti-1B (though in both cases alternative 

compositions are available [134 -136]. 

2.3.1 Types of grain refiners 

The Al-Ti-B master alloys containing unstable TiAl3 and stable TiB2 particles have 

been dominant in Al industry for 30 years or so and formed in a wide range of chemical 

compositions. However, Al-Ti-B master alloys face some problems like agglomeration of 

the borides particles, defects during subsequent forming operations and poisoning by 

certain elements like Zr, V and Cr. The Al-Ti-B master alloy exhibited superior grain 

refining efficiency in comparison to Al-Ti-C for aluminum alloys with slight Si and Fe 

content, it is observed that the refining performance of Al-Ti-C was delicate to the content 

of Si and Fe impurities [137,138]. The selection of grain refiner depends on principal 

alloying element as follows- 

 

(i) 1xxx series aluminium alloy 

For this series of alloy, Al-5Ti-1B and Al-5Ti-1C is used as grain refiner and 

vanadium is also added in the melt for appropriate result. Addition of vanadium 

limits the adverse effect of grain refiner [5, 139,140]. 
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(ii) 2xxx series aluminium alloy 

The main refiners used for this series are Al-3Ti-1B and Al-5Ti-1B for Al-Cu alloys 

[141]. 

(iii) 3xxx series aluminium alloy  

Al-5Ti-1B and Al-3Ti-1B are used as main grain refiner in this series [142]. Al-Ti-

C are not suitable for this series, the presence of Mg reduces the effect of Al-Ti-C 

grain refiner. 

(iv) 4xxx series aluminium alloy 

In this series Al-5Ti, Al-5Ti-1B, Al-5Ti-1C and Al-4B are used as main grain 

refiner. Sr is also used as modifier for better grain refining effect [143,144]. 

(v) 5xxx series aluminium alloy 

Due to presence of Mg, Al-Ti-B master alloys are not used for this series. Al-Ti-C 

grain refiners are used as main grain refiners for this purpose and grain refining 

efficiency is improved in the presence of Scandium (Sc) [145, 146]. 

(vi) 6xxx series aluminium alloy 

This series is unused series and no grain refiner is developed till now for this series 

[147]. 

(vii) 7xxx series aluminium alloy 

Al-Ti-C and Al-Ti-B both are used as grain refiner for Al-Zn alloy [148]. 

(viii) 8xxx series aluminium alloy 

The main refiners used are Al-3Ti-1B and Al-5Ti-1B for Al-Sn alloys [149]. 

(ix) 9xxx series aluminium alloy 

The refiners used for this series are dependent on the application of the alloy. 

Generally modifiers are used in this series [150]. 

2.3.2 Grain refiner additional level 

The adding amount of grain refiners depend on various parameters such as the 

composition of the alloy, casting practice, product requirements and the types of the grain 

refiner. Titanium based grain refiner alloys have their limitations and can be added only 
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when to achieve at least 0.15wt.%Ti in the alloy, otherwise TiAl3 particle formation on 

solidification will absent and no grain refinement will took place. For Al-Ti-B master alloys 

the most common system of addition is Al-5Ti-1B which is typically added, matter to the 

silicon percentage. The certain addition level required in a casting may be vary than this, 

depending on various parameter such as geometry of the casting, cooling circumstances 

and degree of refinement required. For example, rapidly cooled castings (thin section 

gravity) require lower additions level of grain refiners to obtain small grains. Slowly cooled 

castings (sand or heavy section gravity die) may need more. In some cases, a very fine 

equiaxed grain structure is required to fully optimize the casting and mechanical properties 

whereas in others conditions, it is only necessary to limit the formation of larger grains. For 

these such reasons addition levels can only choose as a guide, and castings produced from 

parallel alloys using similar dies may require significantly different levels [151,152]. 

2.3.3 Grain refinement mechanism 

Many investigators [153-155] observed the grain refinement effect and purposed that it 

can be understood in two steps- (a) nucleant paradigm and (b) solute paradigm. Nucleant 

particle provides the heterogeneous nucleating sites at which primary phase nucleate at low 

undercooling, whereas solute gives the constitutional undercooling which restrict the grain 

growth and help in nucleation.  So far the available theories can be grouped into two 

paradigms; 

(a) Nucleant paradigm 

(b) Solute paradigm 

The former provides more nucleating sites while later restrict the growth of these nucleated 

particles i.e. the complementary role of nucleant and solute particles in refining the grain 

size. 

(a) Nucleant paradigm 

           Many investigators purposed various theories to explain the mechanism of grain 

refinement such as phase diagram theory, hyper nucleation theory, peritectic theory and 

duplex theory. Among them, duplex nucleation theory is more popular and widely 

accepted.  This theory was suggested by Mohanty et al. [104, 106] and further by Tao et al. 

[145]. Birol et al. [146] added TiB2 particles in the melt at varying percentages of titanium. 

According to this theory when Ti was not present in the melt in sufficient amount then TiB2 

occurred at the grainboundary and grain refinement was not observed. However, when Ti 
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was in hyper-peritecticconcentration, then TiB2waspresent at the center of Al grains with a 

surrounding layer of TiAl3 on TiB2 particles and α-Al layer formed on TiAl3. In case of 

hypo-eutectic concentrations of Ti, a layer of TiAl3 between TiB2 and α-Al was also 

observed. There was no solid evidence for this theory and this theory has much criticism. 

Schumacher et al. [147] investigated that the presence of TiAl3 at the interface of boride 

and aluminide due to adsorption effect. However, the reason for the stability of TiAl3 layer 

was not cleared. So the stability of TiAl3 layer can be explained based on the impurity of 

Tantalum, which shifts the peritectic concentration due to peritectic reaction with Al and 

provides stability to TiAl3 [148- 154]. 

 

(b) Solute paradigm  

The solute paradigm theory was recommended by Arnberg et al. [161] and explained 

the effect of grain refinement by nucleants and segregating solutes both. According to the 

solute paradigm, nucleation is quite important, but the influence of the reject solute on the 

growth of dendrites and the constitutionally undercooled zone in front of the liquid-solid 

interface are very important. On understanding this theory, it was realized that the 

nucleation process could not be explained without the influence of segregants, so paradigm 

was needed to shift. Many researchers [162 - 165] disputed on the mechanism that borides 

are not good nucleants. In his investigation, borides was found in the center part of the 

grains at hypo-peritectic additions of Al-3Ti-1B master alloys even no grain refinement 

was observed. He also calculated a low dis-registry of 4.3 pct. between the α-Al and the 

TiB2particles for (111)Al//(001)TiB2, [110]Al //[110]TiB2 [166,167]. Low dis-registry 

suggests that TiB2 should be a good nucleant, although not as good as TiAl3. So, although 

TiB2 does not appear to grain refine without additional titanium being present, it appears 

that, when solute titanium is present, effective grain refinement can occur. Furthermore, it 

is proposed that titanium and silicon (solute elements) produce the undercooling needed for 

TiB2 to be a good nucleant, while, without the solute element, TiB2 do not nucleate 

aluminum. AlB2 particles were also grain refine aluminum alloy to some extent at 

concentrations above the Al-B eutectic, i.e., 0.022 pct. B, [18, 169-172] and Robles [130] 

found a dis-registry of 3.5 pct. between the α-Al and the AlB2 particles for 

(111)Al//(001)TiB2, [110]Al//[110]TiB2 orientation relationship between the AlB2 particles. 

Since both TiB2 and AlB2 are isomorphous and have similar lattice parameters, this 
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confirms the nucleating potency of borides. The segregation was calculated by growth 

restriction factor (GRF) (Fig. 2.10). 

 

 

 

 Variation of grain size with growth restriction factor [168] 

 

Actuality, solutes control the grain growth due to nucleant effect in grain refinement, but 

for this no complete and reliable theory was developed. Therefore, it was proposed that the 

nucleant particles and the segregation of solute elements (e.g. Ti, Si) exhibited a significant 

role in grain refinement. The GRF determined the segregation ability of solute in the melt 

and can be given as; 

GRF = mco (ko-1)                                       (2.14) 

Where, m = gradient of the liquidus, co = solute concentration in the alloy and ko= partition 

coefficient of solute at the solid-liquid interface. 
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2.3.4 Effect of grain refinement on mechanical properties 

Recently, many researchers have investigated the effect of master alloy on average 

grain size and tensile strength of Al alloys. Farahani et al. [127] studied the effect of 

addition Al-5Ti-1B master alloy on 7042 aluminum alloy. The ideal amounts of added Ti 

in the alloy was found to be 0.03 wt.%. They noticed considerable enhancement in tensile 

properties by addition of master alloy. Fig. 2.11a to Fig. 2.11c show the consequence of 

several amounts added Ti, by using Al–5Ti–1B master alloy, on the microstructure and 

grain size of the alloy samples. It is found that the heterogeneous nucleation in the occasion 

of Al–5Ti–1B master alloys is a two-step process. When Al–5Ti–1B grain refiner is added 

to the alloys, two types of intermetallic elements (TiAl3 and TiB2) are formed and 

distributed in the melt and perform active locations during solidification. Fig. 2.11a reveals 

coarser grains with dendrites structure.  

 

 The optical micrographs of: (a) Un-refined alloy, (b) Grain size variations with Ti 

contents and (c) Ti-refined alloy [127]. 

Effects of master alloys on mechanical properties of the alloy are summarized in Table 2.2. 

The addition of master alloy in the alloy in optimum amount significantly improves the 

tensile strength and elongation to fracture. The finer grains are resulting in improvement in 

both properties (Fig. 2.11b), primary to a finer distribution of second phases. 
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 Table 2.2 Hardness, UTS and El.% results of the un-refined and refined alloy [127] 

Alloys Hardness UTS (MPa) EI. % QI (MPa) 

Un-refined 84 ± 0.91 310 ± 13.2 14.8 ± 2.7 759 

Ti-refined 110 ± 0.70 335 ± 5.6 14.5 ± 1.0 799 

 

Furthermore, E. Torre et al. [124] studied the effect of grain refiner effect on the 

microstructure and mechanical properties of the A356 automotive wheels. The obtained 

results from mechanical testing provide evidence that additions of 0.13 and 0.27 wt.% of 

Al-5Ti-1B have an improvement on the mechanical performance of the automotive wheels. 

This can be compared with the use of a grain refiner’s higher concentrations, leading to a 

significant reduction in the cost-benefit ratio for the manufacturing of A356 automotive 

wheels. Z. Chen et al. [135] investigated the grain refining responses of Al–Zn, Al–Cu, Al–

Mg and Al–Si binary systems to inoculation of Al–B master alloy. They observed a 

significant grain refinement and improvement in tensile properties due to the addition of 

Al–3B master alloy for Al-7Si-Mg alloy. G. Liu, et al. [2] investigated comparatively the 

effects of individual or combined additions of grain refiners and modifiers on the 

mechanical properties, microstructures, grain refining and modification, and intermetallic 

compounds of Al-7.5Si-4Cu alloy. The results show that the addition of 0.8 wt.% 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy obtain superior tensile strength, brinell hardness and finer 

equiaxed α-(Al) dendrites. AB Pattnaik et al. [92] also reported that addition of the Al–5Ti–

1B grain refiner in Al5052 aluminium alloy has significant effect on the microstructure, 

mechanical properties and acoustic emission characteristics. 

2.3.5 Mechanical working of Al−Ti−B master alloy 

K. Venkateswarlu et al. [53,54] studied the grain refining performance of pure 

aluminium with addition as cast, rolled and heat-treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloys. The 

results indicate that the annealed and hot rolled master alloy have improved grain refining 

efficiency as compare to as cast master alloy. The enhancement in grain refining efficiency  

was due to the fracture and increase volume fraction of TiAl3 particles through rolling and 

annealing, respectively. The SEM analysis clearly show (Fig. 2.12) the evidence of fracture 

of these nucleating particles.  
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 SEM micrographs of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy rolled at a reduction level of 40%, 

displaying the fracture of TiAl3 particles [53].  

 Macrostructures of Al grain refined by Al–5Ti–1B master alloys (a) as cast; (b) 20; (c) 

40; (d) 60; (e) 80% reduction [53]. 

 

 

   Fracture of  

TiAl3 particles 
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The results also suggested that at lower rolling temperature the fracture is more in TiAl3 

particles. His results showed that grain refining efficiency can be enhancing by ball milling 

techniques. Fig. 2.13 (a-e) show the macrostructure analysis of pure Al with addition of as 

cast and hot rolled grain refiner at different holding time 0, 2, 5,30, 60 and 120 minutes, 

respectively. From the macrostructure analysis (Fig. 2.13a), it is observed that Al exhibited 

coarser structure but some refinement occurs with holding time. Equiaxed structure is 

obtained with addition of hot rolled master alloy at 80% reduction level. H. Ghadimi et al. 

[52] established that annealing increases the grain refining performance but he showed that 

annealing at higher temperature produce adverse effect on grain refining performance of 

master alloy.  

2.4 Hot Tearing 

Hot tearing is also known as hot cracking, hot shortness, super solidus cracking, and 

shrinkage brittleness. This is a common and severe defect that takes place during the last 

stage of solidification of liquid metals. Schematic diagram of the hot tears formation at the 

90º junction of I-bar is shown in Fig. 2.14. To better understand the mechanism of hot 

tearing various modeling methods have been developed since last 30 years. M. Rappaz [80] 

has always pioneered idea in the field of solidification. Rappaz et al. [82] investigated the 

hot tearing mechanism in the mushy zone and his results led Flemings to be more and more 

interested in semi solid processing of metallic alloy (e.g. production of car components by 

thixocasting). For many years, the main criterion applied to characterize the hot cracking 

sensitivity (HCS) of an alloy was based on the solidification interval [28, 85,86]: the HCS 

increases with the width of the mushy zone. Feurer [157] tried to derive a criterion based 

on the pressure drop of the interdendritic liquid but only driven by solidification shrinkage. 

Clyne and Davies [158] and much earlier Pellini [159] derived a HCS criterion based on a 

critical time spent by the mushy zone in the last stage of the solidification.   

Shimin Li [17] pursued the following methodology and strategies as given as 

(a) Developed a reliable experimental methodology/apparatus to quantitatively 

characterize hot tearing tendency of aluminum alloys. 

(b) Investigated the effects of process variables on hot tearing such as effect of mould 

and pouring temperature on A356 and 206 alloy. 
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 Hot tears formation at the 90º junction of I-bar. 

(c) Simulation of Hot Tearing  

 Computer simulation on filling and solidification processes;  

 Simulation on strain and hot tearing.  

 

Constrained rod mould with load cell/LVDT was developed and used to characterize and 

quantify the contraction behavior of cast aluminum alloys during solidification (Fig. 2.15).  

The mould temperature is controlled precisely with using heater plates. Different castings 

dimensions can be obtained by replacing the inserts. The test piece has two arms. One test 

arm is constrained at one end with threads to keep the bar from contraction; this causes 

tension to be developed and hence cracking is induced during solidification. The other arm 

is for temperature and load/displacement measurement with one end connected to a load  

 

 Diagram of Experiment Set-up [17].  
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cell or Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT). The casting rod was designed 

with a slight taper to reduce friction between the mold and casting. The results show that 

mould temperature has a significant effect on hot tearing tendency. Elevated mould 

temperature (low cooling rate) reduced hot tearing tendency in alloy significantly by 

promoting uniform casting contraction and therefore alleviating stress concentration  

 Effect of process parameters on hot tearing in 206 alloy (a) mould temperature 200, 300 

and 370 ˚C; and (b) pouring temperaturer 700, 750 and 800 ˚C [91]. 

 

 

 Effect of Grain Refinement in B206 alloy [91]. 
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(Figure 2.16 (a). Hot tearing was not significantly affected by varying pouring temperature 

in 206 in this test within the temperature range between 700-800 ˚C (Fig. 2.16 (b). Grain 

size and grain morphology are important to reduce hot tearing susceptibility in alloy 206. 

It was found that a fine globular structure is necessary to prevent the formation of hot 

tearing during solidification of alloy 206 (Fig. 2.17).  

Hot tearing generally occurs as macroscopic and microscopic crack in the casting due to 

strains developed in a solidified region. When liquid-to-solid phase change occurs, this 

change advances the strains because of the volumetric shrinkage. The macrostructure 

analysis of hot tearing is demonstrated in Fig. 2.18 [160]. During solidification, the critical 

temperature is the temperature at which hot tearing occurs and many metallurgical and 

mechanical factors are also determined.  If the critical temperature lies between the 

solidification interval Tc, and the solidus temperature, Ts than chances of developing hot 

tearing tendency are increased. Metallurgical factors include freezing range, eutectic 

percentage, and second phases that establish the strength and ductility of the alloy at 

semisolid stage. Casting geometry, mould material, and casting parameters are the variables 

which results in contraction stresses and hot spots. 

 

 

 Representation of macro-structure of hot tearing, (a) developed stress, (b) flow of metal 

(no tears), and (c) flaw of metal (with tears) [160]. 
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Various test methods have been adopted in aluminium alloys to measure the hot tearing 

susceptibility. Casting methods demonstrate better results in comparison to other test 

methods [3,11,24, 93-96]. However, casting methods are not widely accepted due to their 

certain limitations such as variation in grain refinement sensitivity and to changes in alloy 

composition. Many investigators used computable methods to evaluate hot cracking 

propensity in binary alloys. Mechanical and physical methods [97,98] successfully used by 

many researchers to measure and evaluate hot tearing vulnerability. 

For different casting conditions different mathematical models have been developed to 

predict hot tearing. Many theories have been purposed by researchers to describe the 

mechanism of hot tearing, but disagreements still be present [94, 99-103]. In this point of 

view further investigation is necessary to understand the mechanism of hot tearing, and the 

parameters are responsible for hot tearing. This section includes a sequential review of hot 

tearing mechanism and experimental procedures. 

There are various theories have been purposed of hot tearing in the recent years which is 

categorized as (a) Shrinkage-brittleness theory, (b) Stress and strain theories and (c) 

Generalized theories.  

2.4.1 Shrinkage-brittleness theory 

The shrinkage-brittleness theory [100–105] results from numerous studies of hot 

tearing susceptibility of aluminum alloys. A theory accounting for the hot tearing observed 

in specify aluminum alloy systems (Al-Si) was first advanced by Vero [167]. During the 

liquid-solid stage, the primary crystals growing at the expense of the decreasing volume of 

liquid come into contact (coherency temperature) and form a coherent network. 

The theory postulated that hot tearing was occurred due to contraction strains of the primary 

dendrites during subsequent cooling between the liquidus and solidus. Figure 2.19 

summarizes Vero's results according to the Al-Si phase diagram. However, Vero [167] 

stipulated that the healing process was prevented by the narrowness of the interdendritic 

channels when the remaining liquid was less than the critical proportion. In addition, he 

assumed that the formation of a crack could occur only during contraction of the dendrites 

and that no tearing was possible when the amount of liquid freezing at eutectic temperature 

was greater than the critical value. The experimental results indicated in Al-Si alloys that 

hot tearing increased from zero at low silicon content to a maximum at approximately 1.6 

wt.% silicon and then decreased abruptly to zero at 1.88 wt.% silicon. Alloys with higher 

silicon content were not prone to hot tearing. The critical amount of liquid (necessary to 
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heal cracks) was calculated between 12 and 13 percent for the Al-Si binary system using 

the effective solid solubility at the eutectic temperature of approximately 0.4 percent. 

However, it was indicated [51,52,157] that the sudden decrease in hot tearing cannot be 

explain by Vero's theory as it stands. In fact, based on a simple binary system, the modified 

theory, which included, in a modified form, the concept of freezing range [107,108] and 

the volume proportion of eutectic (eutectic index [109]), specify that the severity of tearing 

 

 Relationship between hot tearing and alloy constitution for the Al-Si binary system [107]. 

 will depend on the amount of contraction while the hottest zone of the casting passes 

through the critical hot tearing range. It appeared that tearing was possible even though the 

residual liquid solidifies at constant temperature. Consequently, the hot tearing of castings 

was accounted for theoretically by a single factor, the extent of the hot tearing temperature 

range. The tears are unlikely to be formed when the alloy has passed below the solidus line. 

Hot tearing is only likely to occur in the "brittle range" or the so-called “in effective interval 

of solidification” which is the range of temperature between the coherency temperature and 

the solidus (Fig. 2.20). 

Hot tearing in last stage of solidification is prevented during the "brittle range" by 

"accommodation”[108]. The latter designates the degree to which an alloy is able to 

withstand shrinkage strains by movement of the grains within the semi-solid mass. It has 
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been stated [109] that the hot tearing propensity is proportional to the degree of the "brittle 

range". Other factors affecting the occurrence of hot tearing were given by Lees [171,172]. 

These factors included the effect of mould variables (moulding materials, cores in hindering 

contraction), constitution of the alloy (especially the proportion of eutectic), grain size, and 

gas content. 

The basic relationship between these factors is related to the extent of mechanical restraint, 

the promotion of grain boundary film, coherent temperature modification, and their impact 

on the mobility of the grains and the liquid feeding behaviour. Vero [167] proposed an early 

theory called the "Brittleness Theory" in 1936. This theory suggests that hot tearing was 

formed due to the contraction of the primary dendrites. In the semi-solid stage, the primary  

 

 

 Hot tearing susceptibility of eutectiferous alloy (Shrinkage-Brittleness theory) [111]. 

 dendrites grow and formed a coherent network. This contraction would build up stresses 

in the mushy zone. If these build stresses are very high or the lasting eutectic melt is not 

sufficient to heal the opening, cracks will continue. Later on, Pumphrey [173] gave some 

useful ideas to improve the excellence of brittleness theory. Hot tearing propensity depends 
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on the various factors such as duration level of brittle range, shrinkage stresses during 

solidification or some other external factors also contribute. Simply, if any factor 

stimuluses the time of the brittle range it affects hot tearing tendency. To good resistance 

to hot tearing the alloys should consists a narrow brittle temperature range. This has been 

shown in the study of as cast and grain refined Al-Si, Al-Si-Cu and Al-Mg-Si alloys [48-

50]. If the strength of the material not able to resist the tensile stresses which is developed 

in the mushy zone hot tearing may occur. If there is sufficient remaining liquid is present 

in the last stage of solidification, the most tears may have healed. A theoretical and practical 

curve is derived between the brutality of hot tearing and the brittle-shrinkage range is 

shown in Fig. 2.21 [111].  

It is seen that hot tearing sensitivity become stable after reaching to the maximum brittle 

range [112]. Furthermore, M. Vedani et al. [129] corrected the earlier theory. He introduced 

a liquid film perception in their novel theory. It was proposed that a thin liquid film is 

formed above the solidus temperature between the solidified dendrites. This liquid film 

region consists more stresses and propagate hot tearing in the casting. But this theory could 

not give complete details about the aspect that hot tearing developed at temperatures lower 

the solidus [180-182]. 

 

 Brittle-shrinkage range and hot tearing sensitivity relationship: (a) in theoretical state, 

(b) in practical test state [111]. 

2.4.2 Stress and strain theories  

Hot tearing generates in the casting due to the formation of stress built up in the 

metal. This stress builds up due to the volume shrinkage, p ⁄related to phase change (usually 
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β = 6%), but the stress can be multiple by thermal contraction and/or by the constraints of 

the mould. The earliest study of the process of development of hot tears was assumed by 

F. Korber in 1928 [183]. On the basis of the experimental results, it was understood that 

hot tears were generated after the complete solidification of the metal [184-186]. In 

restrained casting, the induced stresses might be exceeding the tensile strength of the solid 

and hot tearing propagate.  

Pellini proposed [159], Strain Theory with the assumption that the hot tearing occurs above 

the solidus temperature and most scientists accepted this theory by today. Pellini [159] 

“Strain Theory” was developed on the basis of liquid films concept and believe that liquid 

films formed above the solidus temperature at grain boundaries. Tearing is known as a 

strain controlled phenomenon, which generally occurs when the accumulate strain reaches 

to a critical value. The strain distributions resulting of the hot zone at numerous periods of 

solidification is presented in Fig. 2.22 [118]. 

The new theory to explain the mechanisms of hot tearing is undoubtly that attributed to 

Pellini [159] and his co-workers [160]. They published a new idea about the strain theory 

based on the film stage concept. This theory suggests that hot tearing is caused by the 

localized strains, generated by thermal gradients that tend to pull apart solid masses of 

material separated by essentially continuous films of liquid. This liquid film results from 

the segregated residual melt. Because of its fundamental nature, the strength and ductility 

of a mass of solid grains separated by liquid films is of an extremely low order. The strain 

theory provides a generalized explanation of the mechanism of hot tearing in terms of the 

strain rate imposed on the liquid film regions. The strain rate and time duration decide the 

strain in crack region and it shown in Fig. 2.23. It can be predicting that extent the strain 

rate of the liquid film regions may vary widely due to various factors that propagate hot 

tearing. These factors include; (a) large regions undergoing contraction, (b) fast cooling of 

regions undergoing contraction, and (c) small regions undergoing extension. 

In slight contrast to the previous theory (Shrinkage-Brittleness), it has been suggested that 

hot tearing cannot take place during the mushy-stage of solidification since the shrinkage 

strains are uniformly distributed. In fact, the interdendritic liquid zones are relatively large 
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 Strain distribution character at various stages of solidification [160]. 

 

 Diagram of the result of stain rate and time of film life on hot tearing [160]. 
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and general feeding of the mushy mass could result. Hot tearing occurs only when the film 

stage is reached and the strain within the hot spot is concentrated into narrow liquid films 

of low strength. Low melting point segregates which exist, in the molten state, below the 

equilibrium solidus of the material are the most detrimental in this respect. 

2.4.3 Generalized theory 

Various attempts to explain hot tearing formation lead to various theories that are 

supported by experimental evidence. Among them it is one of the generalized theory by A. 

Bochvar [166] (supported by others [185-189]. It is intended to explain the mechanisms of 

hot tearing as a combination of the "Shrinkage-Brittleness Theory" (brittle temperature 

range), and the "Strain Theory" (liquid film stage). The main objective was to modify and 

extend both theories and explain how the liquid quantity and distribution during 

solidification affects the hot tearing tendency. 

The theory on the liquid film stage is limited to the temperature range around the solidus. 

On the other hand, the shrinkage-brittleness theory commences at the so-called coherency 

temperature. The coherency temperature is defined [190,191] as the temperature at which 

the fraction of solid (fs) at which the growing equiaxed dendrites begin to interact 

mechanically and grow to form a coherent network. If contraction region of casting is wide 

and fast cooling rate, which result in to a more strain rate, it may have more hot tearing 

propensity. Pellini [163] experienced the result of giant sulphur content on developing hot 

cracking in steel castings. It was established that more sulphur contents enhance hot 

cracking tendency of the alloy because due to the presence of an extended liquid film stage, 

it provides a further opening for strain (Fig. 2.24) [192]. Since the last theory postulated 

that the solidus temperature is below the hot tearing temperature of an alloy, the 

temperature period has become a key and is significant for hot tearing [193]. This period 

has been called "Critical Solidification Range (CSR)" [194]. This temperature range is 

close to the solidus (Fig. 2.25) [195]. 

Newly, Oya et al. [186] studied of hot tearing temperature in an Al-7Si alloy with the 

Acoustic Emission (AE) technique. From his research it is observed that the acoustic 

emission signals of hot cracking had elevated peak voltage values and were all the time 

found in the later stage of solidification. In engineering practice, generally used materials 

for castings are non-metals. Equilibrium conditions comprise higher solidus temperature. 

Hot tearing in a critical temperature range may not persist high strength and ductility. 
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 The effect of high sulphur wt.% in the alloys on hot tearing [186]. 

 

 Critical temperature period of hot cracking in a binary alloys [187]. 
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Lastly Flinn [187] purposed that solidification process could be categorized on the basis of 

metal properties. Which are given as 

Step 1 - Absolutely liquid. It is not possible that hot tearing take place. 

Step 2 - Liquid with a little solid. Cracks can be propagating or can be refill by liquid melt 

into the openings in the interdendritic state since there is adequate liquid present at this 

stage. 

Step 3 - Liquid films formed in the freezing metal. Solid crystals start to propagate and 

strains are developed by contraction of dendrites and form an interlocking structure. Since 

due to contraction strains in the interdendritic region, hot tearing may originate, and since 

both the liquid and solid is greatly impeded in this stage so hot tearing cannot heal without 

difficulty. 

Step 4- In this stage solid metal reaches to the plastic range. The metal flow takes place at 

low stress due to high ductility of the alloy and the applied stresses can be relieved by 

plastic flow. 

Step 5- Solid metal reaches in "the elastic range".  

Rosenberg et al. [188] thought that the different effects of different alloy additions were 

due in part to the shape or the resultant film or pockets. When enough alloying elements 

were added to a pure metal so that eutectic was present in amounts greater than necessary 

to completely surround the primary grains with a thin film, resistance to hot tearing 

increased due to improved feeding. However, Pumphrey et al. [160] indicated in their 

brittleness theory that stress modification and refilling were more important with an 

increase in the aggregate of eutectic. Eskin et al. [232] presented a comprehensive review 

on hot tearing susceptibility of aluminum alloys. The review covered many alloy systems, 

including Al-Cu, Al-Mg binary alloys, Al-Cu-Mg, Al-Cu-Si, Al-Mg-Si and Al-Cu-Li 

ternary alloys, and AA2XXX (Al-Cu-Mg), AA6XXX (Al-Mg-Si) and AA7XXX (Al-Zn-

Mg) series commercial alloys, etc. To “continue” the work in Eskin’s review, many other 

alloy systems were studied to relate their hot tearing susceptibility or other features to alloy 

compositions. 

Figure 2.26 shows the decrease in the elongation during the transition from the early liquid 

film stage to the late film stage. It has been shown schematically that the development of 

the microstructure decreases the overall mobility of the grains. It has been mentioned [200-

204] that during the solidification interval of almost every casting material, the tensile 

strength and elongation-to-fracture were very low compared with the values in the solid  
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 Diagram showing the tensile strength and elongation versus the microstructure [200]. 

 

 

 Hot tearing mechanism based on liquid film perpendicular to the stress axis [201]. 
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region. The eventual occurrence of hot cracking during the critical temperature range 

depends mainly on the strain rate, the increase of the liquid film stage as a function of time 

and the amount of segregated material, and grain size. It has been mentioned [205,206] that 

only the interdendritic liquid films which are perpendicular to the stress axis will be 

decisive for the tensile strength. Figure 2.27 shows that hot tearing mechanisms based on 

this assumption. This theory could be used for both columnar and equiaxed grain structures. 

The measured elongations are attributed to the plastic deformation of the solid matrix. The 

tensile strength corresponds only to the stress required to separate two grains (assuming 

plane surfaces) between which exist a liquid film of thickness "b" with a known surface 

tension γLG. The required tensile stress ‘σ’ can be determined by equation 2.15.  

σ =  
 2γLG

b
        (2.15) 

A similar description was given by Pellini [180] but without mention a specific orientation 

of the stress axis in relation to the liquid films. It is seen that the present approach will be 

used in the theoretical model to determine the Al-Si binary alloy fracture stress. 

2.5 Factors of Hot Tearing 

There are various factors which affect the hot tearing tendency of the Al-Si-Cu alloy. 

These are discussed in brief here 

2.5.1 Effects of alloy chemistry 

Alloy composition is a key factor which affects the hot tearing tendency. Al-Cu 

alloy shows high hot tearing tendency in comparison to Al-Si alloy. While Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy persist enhance mechanical properties with hot tearing tendency. These are 

categorized as.  

2.5.1.1 Binary alloys 

  In the past, most of the studies [207] had been performed with variations in alloy 

composition. The former studies show that the amount of eutectic is very important feature 

of the alloy structure. Hot tearing susceptibility is related to the aggregate of eutectic liquid 

existing during the last stage of solidification. Brittleness Theory [208] explained this 

phenomenon that stress modification and refilling are very important with rise content of 

eutectic. The effect of alloy composition on hot tearing has been established. 
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 For many binary alloys, the correlation between hot tearing tendency and alloy 

composition is known as the lambda curve [209] as presented in Fig. 2.28. Generally, the 

wide freezing range, the more the alloy is susceptible to hot tearing since the alloy spend 

much more time in the susceptible stage.  

Chamberlain et al. [196] and Sigworth et al.‘s [8] work presented that not only the amount 

of the alloy additions but also their interactions had effect on the hot tearing [210]. It was 

found that both Mg:Zn ratio and total Mg+Zn content in Al-Mg-Zn alloy system were 

critical to hot tearing. The propensity to hot tearing decreased with increasing Mg:Zn ratio. 

There was no hot tearing with Mg:Zn ratio greater than 1.4:1 and with the same Mg:Zn 

ratio the resistance to hot tearing increased with increasing magnesium content.  

 
 Schematic illustration of hot tearing susceptibility (a) binary alloy, presented as a 

lambda curve [133] and (b) Hot tearing for Al-Cu alloys, presenting a peak at 

approximately 0.7 wt.% Cu [210]. 

Al-Sn and Al-Cu alloys have revealed that the alloys had minimum lower tendency of 

cracking when the remaining liquid was insufficient surround the solid [18,104,137,138]. 

In, Al-Sn alloy, to overlay the interdendritic region only 0.5 wt.% eutectic liquid was 

required. However, the Al-Cu system, required 12 wt.% eutectic liquid. Furthermore, 

Pumphrey and Jennings [160] gave a good idea to discover a relationship between the small 

proportions of eutectic and the typical cooling proportion for an Al-Si alloy.  
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2.5.1.2 Multi-phase alloys 

Recently many work is focused on multi-phase aluminium alloys, earlier it was not 

carried out. Pumphrey and Jennings [160] investigated the hot tearing vulnerability of Al-

Cu-Mg alloys by using Ring Casting and Restrained Weld methods. Before them this 

technique was used in binary alloys. They keep constant Cu content and increased Mg 

content and vice versa. The experimental results of the two systems were shown by contour 

maps as displayed in Fig. 2.29 [111]. 

Nishimura [139], Pumphrey and Jennings [161] used this system and proved the adjacent 

connection between the system of the tearing phase diagram and the ternary diagram.  To 

investigate the hot tearing vulnerabilities of ternary Al-Cu-Mg aluminium alloys the 

Annular Casting method [96] was selected. It was seen that hot tearing tendency of the 

alloy is influenced by the transformation of the last stage of the solidification.  

 

 Contour of hot cracking vulnerability of an Al-Cu-Mg system measured with RC 

method [111]. 

 

2.5.2 Influence of Various Process Parameters  

There are various process parameters which affect the hot tearing susceptibility of 

the Al alloys. These are discussed here 
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2.5.2.1 Influence of grain refiner  

A fine equiaxed grain structure is always desired in metal castings. The addition of 

grain refiners decides the size and shape of grains which provide sites for heterogeneous 

nucleation. Grain size is also affected by the type and the amount of grain refiners added. 

Fig. 2.30 shows the microstructure of as cast and grain refined of pure aluminium.  

 

 Typical macrostructures of pure aluminum castings: (a) as cast structure; (b) grain 

refined [140]. 

Matsuda et al. [199] tested the hot tearing tendency of Al alloy, as expected, Cu was 

produced negative effect. Frequently used grain refiners in aluminium industry are master 

alloys of Ti, or of Ti and B with Al. Titanium (Ti) and boron (B) are used to refine primary 

aluminum grains. Titanium separately, added as a titanium aluminum master alloy, forms 

TiAl3, which serves to nucleate primary aluminum dendrites. More frequent nucleation or 

initiation of dendrites means a larger number of smaller grains. The results presented a 

good correlation between cracks and grain size, as a decrease in hot tearing tendency was 

attended by a reduction in grain size in Al-7Si alloy [59,142]. Grain refining efficiency is 

better when titanium and boron are used in combination. Master alloys of aluminum with 

5% titanium and 1% boron are commonly used additives for this purpose. They form TiB2 

and TiAl3, which together are more effective grain refiners than TiAl3 separately. The most 

efficient grain refiner for Al-Si alloys has a Ti-B ratio closer to 1:5:1. That is a special case, 

applicable to 3XX and 4XX alloys and not to the other alloy systems. 

Elia et al. [14] displays the effect of Ti-B grain refiner on hot tearing tendency of A319 

aluminum alloy. They found that hot tears were present at the 90° junction between the 

downsprue and the casting bar. The location of hot teared is displayed in the Fig. 2.31, 
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instead of complete casting. Hot tearing tendency considerably decreased in A319 with 

additions of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. A hot tear was primarily existing in the A319 alloy, 

as displayed in Fig. 2.29a. At 0.02 wt.% and 0.05 wt.% Ti concentrations, hot tear tendency 

was reduced but was not eliminated, as only minor cracks were notice on the sample 

surface. 
 

 Effect of grain refinement on hot tearing in A319 alloy [14]. 

Their examined outcomes show that fine equiaxed grained structure is less prone to tearing 

than coarse columnar grained casting. In the presence of equiaxed grains, there is more 

chance of eutectic being present at this region on boundaries and thermal contraction was 

shelter by a slight broad mobility of the grains. Amount of eutectic at the grain boundaries 

permit free movements of the grains to accommodate the strain in the casting.  

K. Lee et al. [171,172] studied the freezing range and hot tearing in AZ91E alloy and found 

that there was not a significant change in the freezing range when Al-5TiB2 or Al-Al4C3 

refiners were added.  While, addition of 2 wt.% ZNO increased the freezing range, which 

affect the castability of AZ91E (such as increasing hot tearing susceptibility).  Li. et al.[17] 

studied the effect of Yttrium(Y) on the hot-tearing resistance of Al–5 wt.% Cu based alloy. 

It was found that Y promoted the end-solidification temperature and decreased the quantity 

of eutectic in grain boundary. Y-rich phase precipitation caused a depression of the begin-

solidifying temperature of α-(Al), contracted the crystallization range, increased the hot 

tearing resistance and decreased the hot-tearing susceptibility significantly. F.D Elia et al. 

[14] investigated on hot tearing in B206 alloy with addition of titanium (0.02 wt.% and 

0.05 wt.%) to examine the role of cooling rate and grain refinement. The additions of 

titanium to B206 were effective at removing hot tears by transforming the grain structure 

from coarse dendrites to equiaxed. 
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2.5.2.2 Influence of mould temperature 

Generally, it is considered that the effect of cooling rate of mould temperature play 

a significant role in hot tearing. Mould temperature directly affects the casting cooling rate 

and thus the casting microstructure and performance, including hot tearing. On the other 

hand, controlling cooling rate is generally through controlling mould temperature. In most 

of the studies on hot tearing, cooling rate was controlled by changing the mould 

temperature, like in Clyne et al. [158] and Spittle et al.'s tests [201]. Very limited work on 

this topic was found in the published literatures. Bichler et al. [74] considered the effects 

of mould temperature on Mg alloy, AZ91D. The tests were performed at pouring 

temperature was 700ºC and mould temperatures of 140 ºC, 180 ºC, 220 ºC, 260 ºC, 300 ºC, 

340 ºC, and 380 ºC, respectively. It was found that mould temperature had significant effect 

on hot tearing. The severity of hot tearing decreased progressively with increasing mould 

temperature. Zhen et al. [76] studied the effect of mould temperature in the range of 250 ºC 

to 500 ºC for Mg-Al alloys. They found that as increase the mould temperature as decrease 

hot tearing susceptibility and the higher mould temperature led to higher crack onset 

temperature and longer propagation time. The mechanism they gave was that cracks were 

initiated at all the mould temperatures, but at higher mould temperature the cracks could be 

refill by the remaining liquid and healed. H. Huang et al. [77] investigated the effect of 

pouring and mould temperature on hot tearing susceptibility of AZ91D and 

Mg−3Nd−0.2Zn−Zr Mg alloys. The results showed that mould temperature shows much 

more significant influence on the HTS of both alloys than pouring temperature which 

influence only can be distinguish at low mould temperature (341 K for AZ91D alloy and 

423 K for NZ30K alloy). In AZ91D alloy (Fig. 2.32), at a relatively low mould temperature, 

341 K (TDSM: 400 K), severe hot cracks occur on all the castings. Even the minimum 

value of HTS reaches 132 and the average HTS is about 154. Then, the HTS reduces 

gradually with the increase of mould temperature.  

F.D Elia et al. [14] investigated the mechanisms of hot tearing in B206 aluminum alloy and 

found the same trend as earlier researcher. In this investigation castings were produced at 

three mould temperatures (250 °C, 325 ° C and 400 °C). Hot tears were present at solid 

fractions ranging from 0.810 to 0.870. Different studies showed controversies about casting 

temperature effect but all of the limit work about the effect of mould temperature shown 

that higher mould temperature reduces hot tearing susceptibility and gave the mechanism 

of better feeding and initial crack refilling. 
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 Influence of pouring and mould temperatures on hot tearing susceptibility (HTS) of 

NZ30K alloy (TDSM: Tsolidus−Tmould; superheat: Tpouring−Tliquidus; Data in parentheses 

are TDSM and superheat temperature, respectively) mould [14]. 

2.5.2.3 Influence of pouring temperature 

Pouring temperature has minor effect on hot tearing tendency of the Al-alloy. So, 

there are limited study was conducted to investigate the effect of pouring temperature on  

 

 Picture showing cast surface of A206 cast alloy (a) Casting poured at 700 ºC, avg. crack 

length 13.75 mm; (b) Casting poured at 750 ºC, avg. crack length 41 mm; (c) Casting 

poured at 780 ºC, avg. crack length 12.75 mm [14]. 
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hot tearing susceptibility. A. K. Birru et al. [85] showed the hot tearing vulnerability of Al–

Cu, Al–Mg, and Al–Zn alloys. The hot tearing tests of the listed alloys were conducted at 

three different pouring temperatures using sand mould casting. The results revealed a good 

correlation between pouring temperatures, crack susceptibility, and grain size, as declining 

of crack susceptibility were observed at minimum and maximum pouring temperatures for 

A206. The influence of pouring temperature on HTS is less significant than mould 

temperature, and it is very clear in Fig. 2.33. Such influence is only obvious at lower mould 

temperatures (TDSM: 300−400 K), while very limited at higher mould temperatures 

(TDSM: 100−200 K). 

2.5.2.4 Influence of metal segregation  

Metal segregation improves the hot tearing resistance by extending the life of the 

film stage (impurities). For example, hot tearing in steels is commonly allied with micro-

segregation of such as P and S elements [148]. When the S or P addition go beyond the 

solid solubility value, the hot tearing vulnerability of plain carbon steel improves 

significantly [89]. However, strength and ductility of the semi-solid casting decrease 

gradually by small additions of impurities, which reduce the hot tearing resistance of pure 

metals [149,150]. Various experimental [151] effort has been done to recognize the 

mechanism of the formation of inverse segregation. Pousset et al. [207] gave a model to 

analyze inverse segregation. It was found from their study that inverse segregation 

developed due to solidification shrinkage in the mushy zone.  

2.5.2.5 Influence of gas content 

The effect of gas content in hot tearing tendency has been investigated in alloys. 

These alloys contain 4 wt.% Cu and 6 wt.% Cu [110] respectively. Only the hot tearing 

tendency of 424 alloy was influenced by the gas content. An investigation [153] illustrated 

the two-fold effect of gas content in Al alloy. The presence of gas can drive residual liquid 

into tear holes which improves the hot tearing resistance. During the melting hydrogen gas 

was entrapped in the melt. During solidification this gas starts to reject out which develop 

an internal pressure and force liquid eutectic to heal the tears [173].  Since excessive gas 

porosity is undesirable and produce adverse effect such as poor strength, low ductility, 

strapped surface finish, etc., [68,154].  
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2.5.2.6 Influence of metal treatment 

  It is well known that metals and alloys usually solidify with coarse columnar grain 

structure under normal casting conditions unless the mode of solidification is carefully 

controlled. It is possible to develop fine equiaxed grains in the as cast structure either by 

increasing the number of nucleation sites or by grain multiplication. More refine grain has 

lower tendencies towards casting defects. So, metal treatment can be done by adding grain 

refiners in the melt [82,155,156].  

2.6 Identification of Research gap 

  Grain refinement is an effective way to improve the tensile behavior and to minimize 

hot tearing and porosity of Al-Si alloys. The theories of hot tearing postulate that stress, 

strain, strain-rate and alloy microstructure are all underlying factors. Further, various 

factors including alloy composition, grain size and morphology and casting process 

parameters are seen to influence hot tear formation. However, quantification of stress and 

strain generated during casting is lacking in many hot tearing investigations. Moreover, 

since hot tearing is a solidification phenomenon, an understanding of microstructure 

development during solidification will help to paint a clearer picture of the hot tearing 

mechanisms. With this consideration, the current research extends the use of microstructure 

studies for residual strain and stress measurements to the Al-7Si-3Cu aluminum alloy. 

Specifically, the effect of grain refinement on hot tearing and subsequent residual strain is 

investigated. The addition of Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner refines the average grain size of α-Al 

phase. By now, various attempts have been made to improve the grain refinement response 

in commercial Al-alloys. One effective route is to increase the addition level of Al–5Ti–1B 

master alloy, which is undesirable in practice. There is one more possibility which is to 

improve the efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy through ball milling, annealing, and hot 

rolling of the master alloy. However, studies on the processing of the ball milling, annealing 

and hot rolling of Al-5Ti-1B master alloys on the grain refining performance of Al-Si alloys 

are scarce. 
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3 Chapter Three  

 Materials And Methods 
This chapter will provide all the details on the alloy that was prepared for this study, which 

includes the melting and casting procedures, mechanical working of grain refiner, 

preparation of samples for metallographic examination, the mechanical testing procedures 

and hot tearing testing method.  

3.1 Alloy Preparation 

The experimental alloy was prepared by careful melting and dilution of master alloys 

of compositions such as Al-20%Si and Al-33%Cu, in combination with Al of 99.99% 

purity in the electric resistance furnace at 720 ºC provided with 5 oC accuracy for 30 

minutes. Necessary allowances for melting losses were also taken into account in the 

computation of charges.  Melting material was covered with flux to avoid oxidation. This 

was followed by degassing with hexachloroethane tablet (C2Cl6) to ensure removal of 

hydrogen. After proper mixing, the molten alloy was cast in steel mould (height 180 mm, 

diameter 20 mm). The chemical composition of the base alloy is given in Table 3.1. All the 

compositions have been expressed in wt. %.  

Table 3.1 Chemical Composition of Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy (wt.%) 

Cu Si Mg Ni Mn Zn Pb Cr Ti Al 

3.0 6.97 0.001 0.026 0.14 0.015 0.008 < .001 0.005 Rem. 

3.2 Grain Refiner 

 Al-5Ti-1B master alloy grain refiner used in this investigation was supplied by M/s 

Sharu Aikoh Chemicals Limited Meerut (UP). The chemical composition of the master 

alloy is given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Chemical composition of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy (wt.%) 

Al Ti B Si Fe V Zn Co 

93.68 4.99 1.0 0.05 0.15 0.09 0.01 0.02 
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3.3 Mechanical Working of Grain Refiners 

The grain refining efficiency of the Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was majorly decided by 

the size, size distribution and morphology of TiAl3 particles. These intermetallic particles 

act as heterogeneous nucleation sites during solidification of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy resulting in 

grain refinement. If the size and shape of the TiAl3 particles is changed the response of 

grain refiner can be changed towards aluminium alloys. The morphology of TiAl3 particles 

may be changed by using ball milling, heat treatment and hot rolling methods. In this 

section, Al-5Ti-1B master alloy grain refiner has been given different treatments such as 

ball milling, heat-treatment and hot rolling. 

3.3.1 Ball Milling  

As cast Al−5Ti−1B master alloy was cut in small chips with the help of lathe 

machine then it cleaned by acetone to remove dirt and oil. After cleaning, chips were ball-

milled under controlled atmosphere of argon gas into fine powder of size; 55 µm, 30 µm 

and 10 µm for 10h, 30h and 50h, respectively. The ratio of ball to powder was kept 15:1 

and the rotational speed of 400 r/min was used.   

3.3.2 Annealing 

 Heat treatment of as cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was carried out at different 

temperatures; 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, 700 °C and 800 °C for 8 h in a muffle furnace of an 

accuracy of ±5 ºC, in order to stimulate the intermetallic particles. Heat treatment process 

increases volume fraction of TiAl3 particles.  

3.3.3 Hot rolling 

 Furthermore, as cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy was subjected to rolling at 250 °C and 

350 °C for three reduction levels of 25%, 50% and 75%, respectively. A 20 x 70 x 150 mm3 

size cast plate was used for rolling purpose. The rolling process includes a 25% reduction 

level in the beginning at 250 °C temperature. For further higher reduction levels, the 

samples were again heated in muffle furnace to 250 °C temperature and then rolled. Same 

process was carried out for sample hot rolled at 350 °C. Thus samples at 25%, 50% and 

75% reduction levels were prepared at 250 °C and 350 °C temperature. During rolling 

coarser brittle TiAl3 particles fragmented into finer particles due to stress concentration at 
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the particles matrix interface. Thus the total numbers of TiAl3 particles are increased by the 

fracture of brittle particles at higher stress level. 

3.4  Characterization Study of Al-5Ti-1B Master Alloy 

 The as cast and treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloy under different conditions were 

characterized by XRD, optical microscopy, SEM and TEM. 

3.4.1 X-ray diffraction analysis 

 XRD studies were carried out on as cast and treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloy to study 

the nature of second phase particles present in the master alloy. I vs θ for the given alloy is 

determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, X’Pert Powder PAN alytical) automated X-ray 

diffractometer within the angle range of 20-90º with the Cu target with λkα = 1.540Aº. As 

per requirement of range selected for the master alloys were such that all the major intense 

peaks of the phases expected in the sample were covered.  

3.4.2 Optical microscopy analysis 

 Samples for microstructural studies were sectioned from as cast and treated master 

alloys. The sectioned (size 10 × 10 × 10 mm3) surface so obtained was initially polished on 

a belt grinder and then on a series of SiC water proof emery papers with increasing grit 

size. Final stages of polishing were performed on a disc polisher using 75 µm Al2O3 powder 

with water until a scratch free surface is obtained. The polished samples were eatched using 

Keller’s reagent (2.5% HNO3 + 1.5% HCl + 1% HF + 95 % H2O by volume) for about 30s 

in order to develop microstructure. Optical microscopy (OM, Leica DMLA), optical 

microscope was used for examination of microstructure of the samples. 

3.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis 

 The cast and treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloy samples were observed under scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM, NOVA NANO 450). The procedure adopted for the preparation 

of SEM samples was exactly the same as that used for optical microscopy. However, 

metallographic sample was deep etched with Keller’s regent. A number of regions were 

examined in each alloy to have a complete understanding of the microstructural features of 

the master alloy. The machine is interfaced with Link ISIS software for EDX which was 

used for bulk analysis of particles. 
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3.4.4 Transmission Electron Microscope analysis 

As cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy sample was observed under transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM, G2 20 (FEI)) with EDX micro-analysis facility. The given alloy was 

sectioned into thin slice with thickness of the order 250 µm. A low speed diamond saw 

(BuechlerIsomet Model 11-1180) was used for slicing. From the slices prepared with the 

desired diameter (3 mm) were punched by using a disc punch. Then disc was mechanically 

polished to about 100-120 m thickness using grinding media (such as SiC). For polishing, 

a disc grinder (Model 623) was used as it offers the removal of material with good control. 

A twin jet electro-polisher (Fishione polisher, Model 110) was used for electro polishing. 

At last, sample was examined under a table lamp to verify the quality of polishing. For 

optimal conditions, the surfaces appear shiny. Then sample was removed from the holder 

using forceps and cleaned in methanol and dried on a filter paper. It can be preliminarily 

examined in the TEM. The crystal structure of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy has been examined 

by TEM techniques. 

3.5 Grain Refining Procedure  

 The Al-5Ti-1B master alloy has been tested for its grain refining efficiency in Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy. For grain refinement studies the 1.0 Kg charge of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy was 

melted in a preheated graphite crucible using an electric resistance furnace under a cover 

flux (45% NaCl+45% KCl+10%NaF) to avoid the oxidation and the melt was held at 720 

± 5 oC for 30 minutes. Degassing was carried out by using hexachloroethane (C2Cl6) tablets. 

After fluxing and degassing, different wt.% (0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 wt. %) of grain 

refiner were added separately for each experiment, 10 min before casting. The melt was 

stirred for 60 second with zirconia coated graphite rod, in order to speed up the dissolution 

and to separate the titanium borides particles in the melt. Part of the melt was poured at 720 

ºC into a circular steel ring (80 mm in diameter and 20 mm height) surrounded by a fire 

clay brick with its top open. For microstructure and mechanical properties analysis, the 

melt was poured in a preheated graphite mould (25 mm in diameter and 100 mm height). 

Assessment of the grain refining efficiency of as cast and treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

grain refiner on Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

The grain refining efficiency of as cast and treated Al-5Ti-1B master alloys have been 

studied in detailed with the view to understand the nucleation behavior of α-Al on 
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intermetallic particles such as TiAl3, TiB2, and (TiAl3+TiB2). Table 3.3 and 3.4 gives the 

details of grain refinement studies conducted on Al-7Si-3Cu alloy under various process 

conditions.  

 

Table 3.3 Details of grain refinement studies on Al-7Si-3Cu by Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner 

Metal Master 

Alloy 

Heterogeneous 

nucleation 

particles 

Wt.% 

Addition 

level 

Elemental addition level wt.% 

Ti B 

 

 

Al-7Si-3Cu 

 

 

Al-5Ti-1B 

 

 

TiAl3 and  TiB2 

0.60 0.030 0.006 

0.70 0.035 0.007 

0.80 0.040 0.008 

0.90 0.045 0.009 

1.0 0.050 0.010 

1.1 0.055 0.011 

 

Table 3.4 Addition of grain refiner in various process conditions 

Al-5Ti-1B 

Master alloy 

Treatment Master alloy 

wt.% 

 

Wt.% Ti Wt.% B 

As cast A0 - 0.90 1.0 1.1 0.045 0.050 0.055 0.009 0.010 0.011 

 

Ball 

milled 

 

B 

10 H 0.80 0.90 1.0 0.040 0.045 0.050 0.008 0.009 0.010 

30 H 0.80 0.90 1.0 0.040 0.045 0.050 0.008 0.009 0.010 

50 H 0.80 0.90 1.0 0.040 0.045 0.050 0.008 0.009 0.010 

 

 

Annealed 

 

C 

500  ºC 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.007 0.008 0.009 

600  ºC 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.007 0.008 0.009 

700  ºC 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.007 0.008 0.009 

800  ºC 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.007 0.008 0.009 

 

Hot 

rolled 

 

D 

25 % 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.006 0.007 0.008 

50 % 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.006 0.007 0.008 

75 % 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.006 0.007 0.008 

 

3.6 Characterization of Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy  

 The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with and without grain refinement has been subjected to 

macroscopy, microscopy, and grain size analysis. The mechanical properties (tensile 

strength, yield strength, % elongation and hardness) and were also performed to observe 
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the effect of grain refinement on these properties. Selected fractured samples of tensile tests 

were subjected to SEM studies. 

3.6.1 Microstructural analysis  

Poulton’s Reagent and Keller’s reagent were used for revealing macro and 

microstructure and SDAS values. Compositions of these reagents are listed in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 Chemical composition of reagents used for etching 

Etchant Composition Specific use 

Poulton’s 

Reagent 

30% HNO3, 30% HCI, 

35% H2O and 5% HF by 

volume 

Macroetchant 

Keller’s 

Reagent 

 95% H2O, 2.5% HNO3,    1.5% 

HCl, 1% HF by volume 

Good general purpose etchant for Al 

and alloys. Reveal grain structure and 

secondary dendrite arm spacing. 

 

The grain-refined samples were characterized by macroscopic examination. For macro- 

structural study samples were sectioned from ingot from the bottom above 25mm height. 

They were polished on a series of emery papers from 1/0 to 4/0 grade and finally wheel 

polished on sylvet cloth with 9, 6, and 1μm diamond paste as an abrasive. With diamond 

polishing, diamond extender was used as a lubricant as well as to disperse the diamond 

onto the cloth for uniform abrasion. These samples were carefully cleaned with soap 

solution and alcohol followed by drying. The samples so obtained were etched for about 

30s by the Poulton's reagent for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy for developing the macrostructure. All 

possible precautions were taken during polishing and etching of samples. All the samples 

were kept group wise in desiccators. The photo-macrographs were taken directly from the 

macroetched samples. Macroscopy was performed on all the samples with and without 

grain refinement.   

3.6.2 Grain size measurement 

The grain size is measured by using the linear intercept method. The test grid, 

containing many parallel, straight test lines with spacing greater than the apparent mean 

grain diameter, was overlaid over the current microscope picture. Then, the average 
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intercepts length, τ, was determined from the N measured values of li in accordance with 

the following equation: 

𝜏 =  
∑ 𝑙𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
        (3.1) 

where each li value is in length unit (µm) acquired by dividing the apparent distance on the 

image by the magnification used, M. 

3.6.3 Porosity measurement 

The porosity for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy in different processing conditions was calculated 

using Archimedes principle [157] in the following manner 

   P (%) = [1-(Da/Dm)] x100            (3.3) 

Where; 

Da = Experimental density of sample 

Dm = Theoretical density of sample  

Here Dm= 2.685 gm/cm3 for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

The experimental density of the samples was calculated using the Mettler Toledo, ME-

DNY-4 density measurement kit. 

3.6.4 X-Ray diffraction analysis 

To identify the stoichiometry of existing phase, XRD analysis was carried out for 

the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy in different conditions using X’pert Pro PANalytica X-Ray 

diffractometer unit with a CuKα (λ=0.1540598 nm) source. Diffraction measurements were 

performed in the angle range of 20o to 90oat step size 0.05o with scan step time 0.8 sec using 

Cu-Kα radiation (40kV, 40mA).  

3.6.5 Thermal analysis 

Pieces of 10 mg in weight were used as a sample, for differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) (Netzsch DSC 404 F3) analysis was properly cleaned. Nitrogen gas was 

used for controlled atmospheric conditions and the cooling rate was 10 k/min. DSC was 

used to record the eutectic and liquidus temperature of the alloy under different conditions.  
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3.6.6 SEM and EDS analysis 

The morphology of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy was also examined using SEM (Nova 

Nano 450SEM, FEI, North America) operated at 15-20 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) detector (Bruker, Germany) was employed for phase composition and 

elemental mapping for phase identification.  

3.6.7 Transmission electron microscopy analysis 

As cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy samples were observed under 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, G2 20 (FEI)) with EDX micro-analysis facility. 

The procedure adopted for the preparation of TEM samples were exactly the same as that 

used for earlier study.  

3.7 Mechanical properties 

3.7.1  Tensile properties 

 Ultimate tensile strength is the maximum stress that a material can withstand while 

being stretched or pulled before necking, which is when the specimen's cross-section starts 

to significantly contract. The Ultimate tensile strength is found by performing a tensile test 

and recording the stress versus strain; the highest point of the stress-strain curve is the UTS. 

It is an intensive property, therefore, its value does not depend on the size of the test 

specimen. However, it is dependent on other factors, such as the preparation of the 

specimen, the presence or otherwise of surface defects, and the temperature of the test 

environment and material. 

Samples required for tensile tests were machined from as cast and grain refined Al-7Si-

3Cu alloy. Each test was repeated three times. Average value of properties was taken for 

study. Tensile properties (tensile strength, yield strength and ductility in terms of 

percentage elongation) were measured using Hounsfield computerized tensile testing 

machine (20KN). 0.2% proof stress is expressed as yield stress. 
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Tensile tests were carried out on round samples having a 5.05 mm diameter and 25.2 mm 

length (Fig. 3.1). The samples were tested at constant strain rate of 1.0mm/min. The 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and ductility in terms of percentage elongation was 

calculated. Tensile test was not conducted for pure Al. 

 

Fig.3.1 Tensile test specimen 

3.7.2 Fractography 

 Fracture surface characterization studies were carried out on the tensile fractured 

samples in order to provide insight into the various fracture mechanisms operative during 

tensile loading of samples. Fracture surface characterization studies were primarily 

accomplished using a scanning electron microscope. 

3.7.3 Hardness properties 

The hardness of test specimens was calculated using the Brinell hardness testing 

machine. The polished sample was placed under the microscope for proper selection of the 

area to obtain the hardness value. The diamond ball indenter of 10 mm was used under the 

load of 500 kgf for a dwell time of 15s to get the indentation mark (Fig. 3.2). Four readings 

were taken for each sample and the hardness value was calculated using formula, 

BHN =
P

πD

2
(D−√D2−d2)

                                                               (3.4) 

Where;  

D = Diameter of ball indenter 

d = diameter of indentation,  P =load. 

5.05  

27.2 

25.2 

7.8  

r =1 

5.0 

(Dimensions, mm) 
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Fig.3.2  Schematic depiction of the Brinell indentation. 

3.8 Hot tearing Test 

3.8.1 Permanent mould die 

Schematic diagram of permanent mould is shown in Fig. 3.3. The sharp corner at 

the 90º junction of downsprue and casting bar was intentionally given to promote hot tears 

in the casting. The mould was machined from a block of steel. The thickness of mould was 

20 mm. The casting cavity was made up of a 180 mm downsprue and a 260 mm long casting 

bar with 20 mm end restraint. The mould was also equipped with three vents. The vents 

confirmed that no entrapped gases remained in the casting cavity during solidification of 

casting.  

 

Fig.3.3 Schematic diagram of permanent mould die. 
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Once molten metal filled the mould cavity, solidification started from the end restraint 

towards the downsprue. As the casting solidified, it is started to contract. However, 

contraction of casting is opposed by the end restraint, further, which promoted stresses in 

the bar. Lastly, these stresses increase continuously and exceeded to the semi-solid strength 

of the alloy, then hot tear propagated in the casting bar. 

Permanent mould is heated with two heating plate to obtained the desired mould 

temperature. The circuit diagram of heating plate is shown in Fig. 3.4. Two clamps were 

attached with permanent mould to fix the die, so there is no space for leaking of molten 

metal. The temperature of molten metal was controlled with k-type thermocouple. Calcium 

hydroxide coating was applied to the mould, in order to easy with drawl of casting bar from 

the mould. The permanent mould is then heated to 200 ºC to remove last traces of moisture. 

The coating was removed after each casting and then re-applied for each casting 

experiment. The CRC mould cavity is capable of producing cylindrical constrained rod 

with the size 260 mm long and 20 mm in height, at room temperature. For each pour, the 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy was covered under flux and degassed at 740 ºC using hexachloroethane 

tablets.  Finally, the melt was poured in permanent die mould at varying mould temperature, 

90 ºC, 160 ºC, 230 ºC and 300 ºC to observe the effect of mould temperature on hot tear. 

 

Fig.3.4 Circuit diagram of heating plate. 
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Down sprue Vents 

End restraint 

Casting bar 

To observe the effect of as cast and treated grain refiner on hot tearing, the Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy in different wt.% were added to the melt at 720 ºC prior to casting. After ten 

minutes adding of grain refiner, the melt was mechanically stirred for one minute with the 

help of graphite rod. Finally, the melt was poured in permanent die mould (at mould 

temperature 200 ºC) at 720 ºC; as shown in Fig. 3.5. During the experiments, mould 

temperatures were monitored with a K-type thermocouple, which was embedded in or on 

the surface of the mould. Initially, the horizontal bar filled with molten metal and 

solidification begins at the end restraint towards downsprue. As the bar solidified, end 

restraint induced tensile stresses by preventing freely contraction of casting bar. A crack is 

initiated when tensile stresses are higher than semi solid strength of the alloy. The castings 

were ejected from the mould after the top of the sprue was completely solidified. Table 3.6 

shows summary of procedure adopted for hot tear experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Fig.3.5 Original picture of permanent mould die. 

         Table 3.6 Experimental procedure for hot tearing test 

Order Procedure 

1 Coat the mould with Alumina 

2 Preheat mould to 90 ºC, 160 ºC, 200 ºC, 240 ºC and 280 ºC; 

3 Maintaining melt temperature at 740°C 

4 Preparation of Al-Si-Cu ternary alloy 

5 Add cover flux 

6 Degas the melt using the hexachloroethane tablet into the melt 

7 Add varying wt.% of grain refiners 

9 mechanically stir for one minute  

10  Pouring melt into preheated mould (230 °C) at 720 °C  

11 Recording observations. 
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3.8.2 Microstructure analysis for hot teared samples 

Illustrative samples were extracted from the casting bar at two locations as shown 

in Fig.3.6, one near the down-sprue and the other near the end restraint. The end restraint 

is the primarily region where the melt solidified, where down-sprue is the last region. Hot 

tear in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy occurs near the down-sprue at the last stage of solidification. So 

these two regions are selected for microstructure, porosity and XRD analysis. 

 

Fig.3.6 Location of sample for microstructure analysis. 

The microscopy specimens paper polishing was done on 400, 600, 800 and 1000 grit size 

silicon carbide paper respectively. After that cloth polishing was done by 600µm, 800µm, 

1000µm alumina powder to obtain the crystal clear sample. The Al-Si-Cu alloys were 

etched to view grain size and general microstructure by Keller’s etchant. After etching the 

microstructure was taken on optical microscope and morphology of the alloy's 

interdendritic regions were studied. 

3.8.3 XRD analysis 

 The hot teared regions of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy were observed under X-ray diffraction 

(XRD, X’Pert Powder PAN alytical) automated X-ray diffractometer within the angle 

range of 10-120º with the Cu target with λkα = 1.540 Aº. As per requirement of range 

selected for the master alloys were such that all the major intense peaks of the phases 

expected in the sample were covered. This technique is performed to study the existing 

phases on hot tear surface. 
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3.8.4 SEM analysis 

 The hot teared regions of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy were observed under scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM, NOVA NANO 450). A number of regions were examined in each alloy 

to have a complete understanding of the fractured surface.  The machine is interfaced with 

Link ISIS software for EDX which was used for bulk analysis of particles. 

3.8.5 TEM analysis 

The hot teared regions of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy were observed under transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM, G2 20 (FEI)) with EDX micro-analysis facility. The procedure 

adopted for the preparation of TEM samples were exactly the same as that used for earlier 

study. This study is carried out to validate the XRD results.  
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Fig.3.7 Flow chart for materials and methods used in hot tearing test method. 
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4 Chapter Four  

 Results and Discussion 

Effect of Grain Refiner on Microstructure and Mechanical 

Properties                                                              

This chapter presents a study the effect of grain refiner on microstructure and mechanical 

properties in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Study on the role of ball milling, annealing, and hot rolling 

of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy on the grain refining performance and mechanical properties 

have been carried out. The studies have been divided into three parts. Part 1 deals with the 

effect of various treatments on the master alloy. Part 2 deals with grain refining 

performance of master alloy in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Parts 3 deals a study of mechanical 

properties with addition of as cast and treated master alloy under different processing 

conditions such as ball milling, annealing and hot rolling. 

4.1 Al-5Ti-1B Master Alloy Grain refiner (GR) 

4.1.1 XRD analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

The XRD patterns for as received Al-5Ti-1B master alloy grain refiner is shown in 

Fig. 4.1.  

Fig 4.1 XRD analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 
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The XRD analysis revealed the presence of TiAl3 phase with a tetragonal crystal structure 

(JCPDF No. 01-072-5006), TiB2 phase with a hexagonal crystal structure (HCP) (JCPDF 

No. 01-085-2084) and α-Al phase with a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure 

(JCPDF No. 00-004-0787) but no peaks of other phases are directly seen. 

4.1.2 Microstructure of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

Optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) of the Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner was carried out to study the size, 

shape and distribution of the TiAl3 and TiB2 particles within the grain refiner. The EDX 

analysis is carried out to support the XRD results, which shows the presence of TiAl3 and 

TiB2 particles. Figure 4.2 shows the microstructure of the as received Al−5Ti−1B master 

alloy with EDS analysis. Fig.4.2 (a&b) consists blocky and needle like TiAl3 particles of 

size 5 to 90 μm. Blocky TiAl3 crystals were made in the condition of Ti supersaturated 

crystallization. The atom starts to form in the crystal due to the sufficient TiAl3 nucleation 

driving force. If, Ti is in supersaturated state, then it makes fundamental equilibrium of 

each crystal TiAl3 improves and causes enormous growth in three–dimensions. Arnberg 

[11] and Liu Xiangfa et al. [34] studied that the temperature of molten aluminum is 

consequence of morphologies of TiAl3 particles in the melt. Blocky TiAl3 particles are 

formed at low temperature (< 850 °C), and while needle plate/strip TiAl3 is obtained at high 

melting temperature (higher than 1000 °C). An EDX analysis showed that the large 

particles contained Al and Ti. From Table 4.1, it can be seen that at point A in the blocky 

particles, the molar mass fraction of element Al is 70.34%, the molar mass fraction of 

element Ti is 23.31%, and the molar mass ratio between element Al and element Ti is 3.07. 

So these large particles were known as TiAl3 and was expected because the Ti:Al ratio in 

the Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner is greater than 1:2 [53].  Fig. 4.2(c-e) show the EDX mapping 

of Al and Ti particles and shows Ti is in the center of aluminium matrix. 

 

        Table 4.1 Chemical composition of selected area of Fig. 4.2 

Point No. x(Al)/% x(Ti)/% x(B)/% 

A 70.34 22.85 6.81 

 

Using SEM, the accurate detection of B in small concentrations is difficult due to the low 

intensity of B and the limitations of EDS analysis. From earlier studies [76], it is 
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investigated that the TiB2 particles are mostly very fine (0.3 µm in size or lesser) they could 

not be spotted in the present SEM study and hence it is thoughtful to investigate of their 

structures. For this point of view, TEM studies are carried out on Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

sample. Therefore, to study the shape and size of TiB2 particles TEM study was carried out. 

TEM analysis is also carried out to validate XRD results, which was found in Fig. 4.1. TiB2 

is a hexagonal crystal structure with lattice parameters, a = 0.3038 nm and c = 0.32392 nm 

(Arnberg et al. 1982). TiB2 particles are submicroscopic ranging from 0.1-2.0 µm in size 

present in the matrix.  

 

Fig 4.2 Optical microstructure of (a) Al-5Ti-1B master alloy; (b) SEM analysis of Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy; (c) corresponding elemental analysis, of point A; (d) and (e) EDX 

mapping of corresponding area. 

 (c) 

 (e) 

 (a)  (b) 

 (d) 

TiAl3 

particles 

TiAl3 

particles 
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Figure 4.3 shows the morphology of TiB2 particles present in the matrix of Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy. It is seen from Fig. 4.3a that TiB2 particles observed by TEM are of size from 

0.2 to 0.8 µm. Fig. 4.3b shows the corresponding SAED pattern of the marked location B. 

The EDS analysis of the selected area (Fig. 4.3c) also confirmed the presence of boron 

elements.  From Table 4.2, it can be seen that at point B in the small particles, the molar 

mass fraction of element B is 2.98%, the molar mass fraction of element Ti is 1.46 %, and 

the molar mass ratio between element B and element Ti is 2.04. The Table 4.2 shows the 

chemical composition of selected area of Fig.4.3. 

Table 4.2 Chemical composition of selected area of Fig. 4.3 

Point No. x(Al)/% x(Ti)/% x(B)/% 

A 95.44 1.46 2.98 

 

  

 

Fig 4.3 TEM analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy (a) Presence of TiB2 particles; (b) 

corresponding SAED pattern; (c) corresponding elemental analysis, of point B. 

 

 (a) 

 B 

 (c) 

 (b) 
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The TiAl3 and TiB2 particles exhibits a particular orientational relationship with α-Al 

phase, along which the grain refinement occurs having minimum lattice mismatch. The 

lattice mismatch for (110)𝐴𝑙 // (110) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 and (001)𝐴𝑙 // (001) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3

 is substantially 

greater than for(111)𝐴𝑙 // (111) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
. The elastic energy associated with the lattice 

mismatch will thus be greater for (110)𝐴𝑙 // (110) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 and (001)𝐴𝑙 // (001) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3

 than 

for (110)𝐴𝑙 // (111) 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
. Similarly, the lattice mismatch for (111)𝐴𝑙 // (10 1̅1) 𝑇𝑖𝐵2

 is 

greater than for  (110)𝐴𝑙 // (10 1̅1) 𝑇𝑖𝐵2
. This, inturn, will restrict any growth on the (110), 

(001) and (111) surfaces [76]. The optical, XRD and TEM studies of Al-5Ti-1B master 

alloy show that it contains TiAl3 and TiB2 particles which act as heterogeneous nucleating 

sites.  

4.2 Ball milling, Annealing and Hot Rolling of Al-5Ti-1B 

Master Alloy 

From the earlier studies it has been observed that ball milling, annealing and hot 

rolling improve the grain refining efficiency of the Al-Ti, Al-Ti-B and Al-Ti-C types of 

master alloy. 

4.2.1 Ball milling of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

The as received Al–5Ti–1B master alloy was ball milled at 10h, 30h and 50h to 

improve its grain refining efficiency. The ball milling was results as the fracture of TiAl3 

particles. Higher milling time produces more fracture of the TiAl3 particles. Thus by milling 

techniques the number of effective nucleating sites for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is increased.  

4.2.1.1 SEM study of ball milled master alloy 

Figures 4.4 (a-c) show the morphology of ball milled powder after 10h, 30h and 

50h, Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner respectively. From Fig. 4.4b and Fig. 4.4c, it is clearly 

observed that the TiAl3 particles fragmented after 30h and 50h milling, which leads more 

number of heterogeneous particles. This improved Al-5Ti-1B master alloy grain refiner 

efficiency. Table 4.3 shows the mean particle size of nucleating particles of as cast and 

after ball milling 10h, 30h and 50h respectively. 
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Fig 4.4 SEM analysis of ball milled master alloy (a) 10h; (b) 30h; and (c) 50h. 

 

4.2.1.2 XRD study of ball milled master alloy 

Figure 4.5 shows the XRD analysis of as cast, ball milled 10h, 30h and 50h Al-5Ti-

1B grain refiner respectively. This analysis confirmed the presence of Al, TiB2, and TiAl3 

phase. TiAl3 phase is a tetragonal crystal structure (JCPDF No. 01-072-5006), TiB2 phase 

a hexagonal crystal structure (HCP) (JCPDF No. 01-085-2084) and α-Al phase a face-

centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure (JCPDF No. 00-004-0787). This results clearly 

indicate that as ball milled time is increased the relative intensity of TiAl3 particle is 

increased. Furthermore, the Fig. 4.6 illustrates the size of TiAl3 particles after ball milling 

which is measured by particle size analyzer. This figure displays that as ball milling time 

is increased the average diameter of heterogeneous nucleation particles is decreased from 

54.2 µm to 9 µm.  

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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Fig 4.5 XRD analysis of ball milled master alloy (a) as cast; (b) 10h; (c) 30h; and (d) 50h. 

Fig 4.6 TiAl3 particles diameter vs. ball milled time (hour). 
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4.2.2 Annealing of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

As cast master alloy was annealed at 400 ºC, 500 ºC, 600 ºC, 700 ºC and 800 ºC for 

8 hours to improve its grain refining efficiency. Annealing increases, the volume fraction 

of TiAl3 particles resulting more heterogeneous nucleating sites present for nucleation. 

4.2.2.1 Microstructure study of annealed master alloy 

Figure 4.7 (a-d) show the optical microstructure of as cast and annealed Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy at 500, 600 and 700 ºC.  A noticeable change is observed in the morphology 

of TiAl3 particles after annealing at 500 ºC for 8h (as shown in Fig. 4.7b). The shape of 

TiAl3 particles changed from needle type to more globular and plate like structure. Fig. 

4.7c and Fig. 4.7d show that there is no significant change in microstructure of Al-5Ti-1B 

master alloy after annealing at 600 ºC and 700 ºC for 8h, however more nucleating particles 

are formed at higher annealing temperature (Fig. 4.7d). Table 4.4 displays the mean particle 

size of nucleating particles of as cast and after annealing at various temperature. From the 

table, it is clearly observed that there is marginally change in the mean particles size.  

  

  

Fig 4.7 Optical microstructure of (a) as cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy; annealed at temperatures 

of (b) 500; (c) 600; and (d) 700 ºC for 8 h. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
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However, standard deviation decreases which suggest that more number of particles are 

formed of same size at 700 ºC. 

4.2.2.2 XRD study of annealed master alloy 

The XRD patterns of the as cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy and after annealing at 400, 

500, 600 and 700°C for 8h are shown in Fig. 4.8. From this Fig. 4.8, it is observed that the 

relative peak intensity of TiAl3 particles increased as the annealing temperature is 

increased. The variation of relative intensity of TiAl3 peak (in percent) with annealing 

temperature is shown in Fig. 4.9. Actually, the highest peak relative intensity is the ratio of 

the intensity of the maximum intensity peak of TiAl3 to that of Al.  

 

Fig 4.8 XRD analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy (a) as cast grain refiner; annealed at 

temperatures (b) 400; (c) 500; (d) 600; and (e) 700 ºC for 8. 
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Higher volume fraction of TiAl3 phase is confirmed by the increase in the TiAl3 peak 

intensity with annealing temperature. The increase in the TiAl3 fraction after annealing 

shows that the alloy does not reach equilibrium during its synthesis, wherein liquid Al is 

allowed to react with K2TiF6 and KBF4. During this reaction, the liquid metal is enriched 

in Ti from which TiAl3 particles are precipitated. It appears that the precipitation of TiAl3 

is not completed during the above reaction and α-Al probably remained in a supersaturated 

state.  Further precipitation of the present TiAl3 particles was due to the sufficient thermal 

activation energy supplied during annealing. Thus total Ti content in a master alloy is 

decreased by annealing process and larger fraction of TiAl3 phase is formed at higher 

annealing temperature. So, the higher fraction of TiAl3 particles at the higher annealing 

temperature may be ascribed to faster diffusion. 

 

Fig 4.9 Relative percentage of TiAl3 vs. annealing temperature (0 temperature refers to as cast 

master alloy) 

Figures 4.10 (a-f) show the SEM micrographs of Al−5Ti−1B master alloy annealed at 800 

°C for 8h. According to Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b, it can be observed that blocky TiAl3 and 

TiB2 particles got segregated to lower region while needle like TiAl3 particles stayed in the 

upper region of the sample. No blocky particles were observed in the upper region (Fig. 

4.10b). Fig. 4.10c shows the microstructure of segregated region where blocky TiAl3 

particles are observed with TiB2 particles. Fig. 4.10d shows the microstructure of 

segregated region at higher magnification for better understanding of the morphology of 

nucleating particles in this region. Where, cuboidal rounded TiB2 particles are observed. 

The annealing of Al-5Ti-1B was corresponding to the liquid-solid two-phase region and 
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TiAl3 and TiB2 particles got segregated at the bottom region due to gravity segregation 

effect. In the upper part of the sample, acicular particles are flocked; while in the bottom 

 

  

  

  

Fig 4.10 SEM analysis of 8 hours annealed sample at 800 ºC, (a) annealed sample; (b) upper region 

of annealed sample; (c) lower region of annealed sample; (d) SEM micrograph from lower 

section of annealed alloy showing bimodal particle size distribution at higher 

magnification; and (e-f) there corresponding elemental analysis and mapping. 

 

region, the aggregation of blocky particles occurs. In accordance with EDS (Energy 

Dispersive Spectrometer) spectra analysis with mapping of the lower region as shown in  

TiAl3 & TiB2 

  particles segregate 

 (a) 

 (c) 

 (e) 

Upper region 

 Lower region 

 Lower region 

Upper region 

 Al 

TiB2 

  particles 

 (b) 

 (d) 

 (f) 
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Fig. 4.10 (e-f) confirm the existence of Al, Ti and B particles as dark and white substrates 

respectively. The elemental analysis demonstrated the results, which consists only Ti, B 

and Al peak. This confirmed the presence of nucleating TiB2 particles in this region. 

Furthermore, elemental mapping of lower region has been carried out which illustrated that 

titanium is situated along the aluminium matrix and uniformly distributed throughout the 

matrix. Where, lower region consists TiB2 and TiAl3 particles [158]. Accordingly, it is 

understood that TiB2 and TiAl3 particles isolated into the lower and upper region during 

the heating operation, respectively. However, XRD analysis of the lower region also 

confirms the presence of TiB2 particles which are coarsened and finer in size respectively. 

 

 

Fig 4.11 XRD analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy (a) as cast Al-5Ti-1B; (b) 8 hours annealed at 800 

ºC; (c) upper part of annealed sample; and (d) lower part of annealed sample. 

4.2.3 Hot rolling of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

As received Al–5Ti–1B master alloy was hot rolled at 250 ºC and 350 ºC to enhance 

its grain refining potency. The three reduction levels were taken; 25%, 50% and 75% to 

fracture the TiAl3 particles. Higher reduction level produces a lot of fracture of the TiAl3 
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particles, so increasing the number of effective nucleating sites for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The 

amount of rolling required to attain improved grain refinement decreases with increase in 

rolling temperature. 

4.2.3.1 SEM study of hot rolled master alloy 

Figures 4.12 (a-g) display the SEM results of hot rolled samples at 250 ºC and 350 

ºC, respectively. SEM images of the samples were acquired with secondary electrons in 

order to obtain better contrast. Fig. 4.12a, Fig. 4.12c and Fig. 4.12e show the morphology 

of hot rolled samples at 250ºC. Fig. 4.12b, Fig. 4.12d and Fig. 4.12f show the morphology 

of hot rolled samples at 350 ºC. It is observed from the SEM micrographs (Fig. 4.12a) of 

25% reduction level that mean particle size reduced up to 32.1 µm from 54.2 µm, at 250˚C 

temperature. However, the mean particles size at 350 ºC is bigger than former (36.8 µm). 

The mean particles size of TiAl3 are observed 22.2 µm and 15.0 µm, at 50% and 75% 

reduction level (at, 250 ºC), respectively. However, the mean particle size reached up to 

23.9 µm and 17.3  µm, at 50% and 75% reduction level (at, 350 ºC), respectively. It is seen 

that fracture at 250 ºC is a larger at same reduction level to their respective samples hot 

rolled at 350 ºC. Subsequently, it is found that as reduction level is increased the mean 

particles size is decreased at both rolling temperatures, due to fracture of larger TiAl3 

particles.  Higher stress concentration on particle matrix interface resulting the fracture of 

TiAl3 particles. From the SEM investigation it is seen clearly that mean particle size of 

TiAl3 is decreased due to fracture of these brittle intermetallic particles (Fig. 4.12g). The 

Fig. 4.12g shows the magnified view of Fig. 4.12c, which confirmed the breakdown of 

TiAl3 particles during hot rolling. Larger particle broke into three or more smaller particles. 

At lower rolling temperature (250 ºC) the stress concentration is likely to be higher in 

comparison to 350 ºC and the particles are likely to be more brittle causing wide fracture 

of these particles as the rolling temperature is decreased. The particle size of hot rolled 

samples are given in Table in appendix 4, along with those of the as cast alloy. In each case 

120 particles have been examined.  The results clearly display that as the reduction level is 

increased the mean particle size is decreased and vice versa (Fig. 4.13).  
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Fig 4.12 SEM micrographs of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy at different rolling reduction levels of 

(a), (c) and (e) 25, 50 and 75% reduction level at 250 °C, (b), (d)and (f) 25, 50 and 

75% reduction level at 350 °C, and (g) fracture of TiAl3 particles in Al–5Ti–1B 

master alloys at 250 °C, 50% reduction. 

 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

Fracture of     

TiAl3 particles 

 (e)  (f) 

 (g) 
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The table also provides the results of standard deviation on the mean particle size, which is 

quite large, instructing that particles differ extensively in their size. The number of particles 

below 25 µm also greater than before which was at initial reduction level (Table, appendix 

4). 

 

Fig 4.13 Mean particle size vs. percent reduction of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy at 250 and 350 °C 

temperatures. 

4.2.3.2 XRD study of hot rolled master alloy 

The XRD patterns of the Al-5Ti-1B master alloy after hot rolling at 250 °C for 25%, 

50% and after 75% reduction level is shown in Fig. 4.14.  

 

Fig 4.14 XRD analysis of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy at 250 ºC (a) 25; (b) 50; and (c) 75 % 

reduction. 
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From the XRD pattern it is observed that the relative peak intensity of TiAl3 particles 

increases with reduction level. Fig. 4.14a illustrates that Al-5Ti-1B master alloy consists of 

TiB2, TiAl3 and Al peak of lower intensity at lower reduction level (at, 25%). While at 50% 

reduction level the intensity of TiAl3 and TiB2 peak increased (Fig. 14.4b). Fig. 4.14c 

confirmed the higher intensity phase of TiAl3 with 75% reduction level and some new TiAl3 

phase was also observed. 

4.3 Optimization of Grain Refiner in Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy  

The grain morphology (microstructure) of the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy samples was 

analyzed to confirm the effect of grain refinement with addition of Ti. The results are 

presented in Figures 4.15 to 4.24.  

4.3.1 Addition of cast Al-5Ti-1B master alloy  

Figure 4.15 (a-d) show the optical microstructure of as cast and grain refined Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy. The Fig. 4.15a shows the coarser α-Al dendrites structure. Addition of grain 

refiner has refined the α-Al dendrites as seen in Fig. 4.15b.  

  

  

Fig 4.15 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with Al−5Ti−1B master 

alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0; (b) 0.045; (c) 0.050; and (d) 0.055. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
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However, the grain refinement effect is minor at 0.045 wt.% Ti addition level and is 

increase further with increase in weight percent (Fig. 4.15c).  It is observed that as the wt.% 

addition of grain refiner increased upto (0.05 wt.% Ti), the size of α-Al phase decreased 

upto 230 µm. Increasing the Ti addition rate does two things: it improves the grain refining 

efficiency and reduces the loss of grain refining effect with time i.e. the so called fade effect 

(Fig. 4.15d). There is hardly any fading effect with very fine grains retained at 10 min after 

inoculation at this Ti level. Furthermore, at addition level of 0.055 wt.% Ti, the size of α-

Al phase is further increased. This is attributed to the formation of Ti5Si3 phase with more 

than 6 wt.% Si in presence of higher Ti level. 

4.3.2 Addition of ball milled Al-5Ti-1B master alloy  

Figures 4.16-4.18 show the microstructures of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated 

with ball milled (10h, 30h and 50h) Al−5Ti−1B master alloy with different mass fractions. 

In comparison with the as-received master alloy, the ball milled master alloy shows the 

enhanced grain refinement. It is seen that Fig. 4.16a consists coarser structure at 0.040 wt.% 

Ti, but these are finer in comparison to as cast alloy. When the amount is slightly increased 

upto 0.045 wt.% Ti, the structure becomes less coarse (Fig. 4.16b). Fig. 4.16c displays the 

most grain refine structure is obtained at 0.050 wt.% Ti. 

 

The microstructural investigations show that at lower addition level of grain refiner (30h 

ball milled) fine dendritic structure was obtained for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (Fig. 4.17a and Fig. 

4.17b), in comparison to past alloy. It is seen that from the Fig. 4.17c as mass fraction of 

Ti is increased up to 0.050 wt.%, the grain structure is changed from dendritic columnar to 

Equiaxed dendritic grain structures. Further addition level of grain refiner is not required 

because it shows no further refinement in grain structure. The morphology, size and type 

of particles are important too. 
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Fig 4.16 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 10h ball milled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.040; (b) 0.045; and (c) 0.050. 

  

  

Fig 4.17 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 30h ball milled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.040; (b) 0.045; and (c) 0.050. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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The nucleation potential of TiAl3 particles is better than that of TiB2 particles, but the 

presence of TiB2 particles improves the grain refinement efficiency. It can be contributed 

to increasing the nucleation sites, preventing the dissolution of boron in the melt and the 

very high segregating power of Ti. Ti segregates to the nucleant–liquid interface, which 

leads to constitutional super-cooling, and other nucleant particles get activated for the 

nucleation. 

In continued studies, the effects of different additions of Al–5Ti-1B master alloy on grain 

size of solidified Al-7Si-3Cu alloy sample were detected (Figures 4.18 a–c). Even at lower 

addition level of 0.040 wt.%, Ti the alloy shows grain refinement as shown in Fig. 4.18a. 

With increasing addition level to 0.045 wt.%, and 0.050 wt.%, there is clear evidence of 

change on the equiaxed grain size (Fig. 18b- Fig.18c). However, as seen in Fig. 4.18b and 

Fig. 4.18c, Al–5Ti-1B master alloy (50h ball milled) clearly has similar refining efficiency 

as after addition (30h ball milled) Al–5Ti-1B master alloys when including same content 

of Al–5Ti-1B master alloy. It could be clearly seen that, when the addition level of Al–5Ti-

1B master alloy is 0.045 wt.%, they showed increased grain refining behavior and the 

average grain size is decreased up to 220 μm.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.18 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 50h ball milled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.040; (b) 0.045; and (c) 0.050. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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It is seen that after addition of 50h ball milled grain refiner, the finer grains observed only 

at higher addition level, 0.050 wt.% Ti (Fig.  4.18c). Lower addition level of grain refiner 

was not able to produce fine grains it may be due to the agglomeration of nucleating 

particles. After, 50h of ball milling it consists more number of particles with smaller size. 

These small particles dissolve rapidly into the melt. 

4.3.3 Addition of annealed Al-5Ti-1B master alloy  

The microstructure of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy, grain refined with Al-5Ti-1B master alloy 

heat-treated at 500 ºC, 600 ºC and 700 ºC for 8 h showed a change in the macrostructure 

from columnar grain structure to a mixture of fine columnar and coarse equiaxed grain 

structure within 10 min of holding. Increased addition level had shown continuous 

improvement in the grain refinement. 

Figures 4.19 (a-c) display the optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and with 

addition of annealed (at, 500 ºC) Al-5Ti-1B master alloy. It is seen that Fig. 4.19a and 

Fig.4.19b, exhibit coarser structure in comparison to Fig. 4.19c, it may be due to the 

inadequate potency of TiAl3 particles at this addition level.   

 

 

 

Fig 4.19 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with annealed (500 ºC) 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.035; (b) 0.040; and (c) 0.045. 

 (a) 

 (c) 

 (b) 
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It is observed that annealed grain refiner showed better response towards grain refinement 

in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. It is observed that as annealing temperature is increased, the grain 

refining efficiency is also increased at same addition level. However, this addition level has 

no significant changes in the microstructures as shown in Fig. 4.20 (a-c) as comparison to 

Fig. 4.19 (a-c). Beyond which at, the grain refining efficiency of master alloy seemed to be 

similar to that at 600 ºC, excepting that the grain structure seemed to be finer for the Al-

7Si-3Cu grain refined alloy with master alloys heat-treated at higher temperatures. 

Fig. 4.21 (a-c) show the optical microstructure of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with addition annealed 

grain refiner (at, 700 ºC) at varying amount. Fig. 4.21a shows coarser structure, however, 

complete conversion of coarse columnar grain structure to fine equiaxed grains occurred 

within 0.040 wt.% Ti addition level (Fig. 4.21b). The fine equiaxed grains after inoculation 

is attributed to the blocky morphology and to the increased number of TiAl3 phase, which 

was approximately 37 µm in size.  

 

 

 

  

 

Fig 4.20 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with annealed (600 ºC) 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.035; (b) 0.040; and (c) 0.045. 

 

 (a) 

 (c) 

 (b) 
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There was a slightly degradation in the grain refinement performance of the master alloy 

when the mass fraction of Ti increases upto 0.045% (Fig. 4.21c). The grain structure 

became completely fine equiaxed after 10 min of holding. At higher annealing temperatures 

of 600 ºC and 700 ºC, the grain refining performance of master alloy looked to be improving 

to that at 500 ºC, and the grain structure appeared to be finer for the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy grain 

refined with master alloys annealed at higher temperatures. 

4.3.4 Addition of hot rolled Al-5Ti-1B master alloy  

The microstructures of the Al–7Si–3Cu cast alloys before and after grain refinement 

with hot rolled master alloy are shown in Fig. 4.22 to Fig. 4.24. It is observed that, 

refinement with hot rolled master alloys has profound influence on microstructures of the 

Al–7Si–3Cu cast alloys. The present experimental results confirmed that the addition of 

hot rolled master alloy Al–5Ti–1B to Al–7Si–3Cu alloy significantly refines the coarse 

columnar primary α-Al grains to fine equiaxed α-Al grains (60 μm) due to the presence of 

TiAl3 and TiB2particles present in the master alloy which are nucleating agents during the 

solidification of α-Al grains, while the eutectic silicon particles appear to be unaffected as 

expected. Since 250 ºC rolling temperature showed large fracture of TiAl3 particles in 

comparison to 350 ºC, therefore, further study is carried out at this temperature. 

Figures 4.22 (a-c) show the optical microstructure of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy grain refined with 

rolling at 250°C for 25 % reduction levels at varying amount of Ti respectively. It is 

observed that the hot rolled Al-5Ti-1B master alloy showed better grain refining efficiency 

as comparison to cast master alloy at lower addition level of grain refiner, which means 

that the grain refinement efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy is enhanced after hot rolling.  

It is interesting to note that the conversion from columnar to equiaxed grain structure 

occurs, increases with increasing amount of grain refiner. 

Figures 4.23 (a-c) show the optical microstructure of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy grain refined with 

rolling at 250°C for 50 % reduction levels at varying amount of Ti respectively. The Fig. 

4.23a displays the fine and coarser α-Al dendrites of size 350 µm. It can be seen that, when 

mass fraction of Ti is less than 0.035 %, less grain refinement is observed but it is higher 

than at 25% reduction level.  However, the grain size decreases distinctly with the increase 

mass fraction of Ti upto 0.035wt.% (Fig. 4.23b).  
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Fig 4.21 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with annealed (700 ºC) 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.035; (b) 0.040; and (c) 0.045. 

  

 

Fig 4.22 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 25 % hot rolled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.030; (b) 0.035; (c) 0.040. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 

 (c) 
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Fig 4.23 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 50% hot rolled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.030; (b) 0.035; (c) 0.040. 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Figure 4.23c demonstrates that when the weight percent of Ti is higher 

than 0.035, the grain size of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy does not decrease further. 

The microstructure of grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with 75% reduction clearly showed 

that a complete conversion of dendritic columnar structure to fine equiaxed structure one 

was achieved within 10 min of holding (Fig. 4.24b). Earlier studies [53] have shown that 

10 minutes holding time gives best result with smaller grain size. The hot rolled master 

alloys with 75 % reduction level had superior grain refining performance compared to the 

30 and 50% reduction level of master alloys. The microstructural analysis had clearly 

displayed (Fig. 4.12) that more number of fine TiAl3 particles formed as reduction level is 

increased, which improved the number of nucleating sites for α-Al when these rolled GR 

were used for grain refining Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The improvement in the grain refining 

performance of hot rolled master alloys with increase in reduction level could be attributed 

to the continuous increase in the number of fine TiAl3 particles due to fracture, which 

increased with the amount of reduction during rolling.  Recent investigation [54] also 

showed that grain refiner efficiency is partially lost when this alloy is hot rolled at higher 

temperatures. This leads to the fact that TiAl3 particles grow at higher rolling temperatures 

due to intermediate heating of the alloy between each rolling pass. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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Fig 4.24 Optical microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with 75 % hot rolled 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.030; (b) 0.035; (c) 0.040. 

4.3.5 Macrostructure analysis  

The present study aims to explore the potential of TiAl3 and TiB2 particles in the 

grain refinement of Al-7Si-3Cu alloys on mechanical properties and hot tearing. In order 

to study the effect of grain refiner in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy, as cast, ball milled, annealed and 

hot rolled Al-5Ti-1B master alloys were used to assess their grain refining performance. 

The photomacrograph of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and grain refined with as cast, ball milled, 

annealed and hot rolled Al-5Ti-1B master alloy (0.040 wt.% Ti) are shown in Fig. 4.25 (a-

e). Fig. 4.25a consists coarser macrostructure in comparison to grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy at any type of master alloy. A change is noticed in the macrostructure from columnar 

grain structure to a mixture of fine columnar and coarse equiaxed grain structure within 10 

min of holding as shown in Fig. 4.25b. Completely equiaxed structures have been obtained 

by similar addition 30h ball milled grain refiner as presented in Fig. 4.25c.   

 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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Fig 4.25 Macrostructures of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and inoculated with Al−5Ti−B master alloy with 

0.040 wt.% Ti, (a) Starting material as reference; (b) as cast GR; (c) 30h ball milled; (d) 

700˚C annealed GR; and (e) 75% HR respectively. 

The morphology, size and size distribution of nucleation particles play a vital role in the 

performance of grain refiner. At higher annealing temperatures 700 ˚C, the grain structure 

became more fine and equiaxed (Fig. 4.25d). Earlier studies [2,4] established the blocky 

type of TiAl3 particles make the master alloy a better grain refiner than that containing plate 

like particles. The increase in the number of fine TiAl3 particles on rolling was probable to 

increase the number of heterogeneous nucleating sites for α-Al when these hot rolled master 

alloys were used for grain refining Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. From the Table 4.5, it is seen that the 

size of TiAl3 particles is reduced upto 15 µm and more number of smaller particles were 

observed during SEM analysis at 75% reduction level. Hence, this master alloy addition 

leads to a reduction in the grain size of α-Al in comparison to that achieved with the any 

type of master alloys (Fig. 4.25e).   

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e) 
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4.4 XRD Analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy with Addition Master 

Alloy 

It is clear from the XRD patterns (Fig. 4.26), as the addition of grain refiner is 

increased the relative intensity of TiAl3 phase is also increased. Higher intensity of TiAl3 

particles improved the mechanical properties and hot tearing resistance by providing more  

nucleating sites for α-Al phases. The lattice mismatch for (110)𝐴𝑙//(110)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 and 

(001)𝐴𝑙//(001)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 is substantially greater than for (111)𝐴𝑙//(111)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3

. The elastic 

energy associated with the lattice mismatch will thus be greater for (110)𝐴𝑙//(110)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 

and (001)𝐴𝑙//(001)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 in comparison 0f (111)𝐴𝑙//(112)𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3  [36,138,139,142,14]. This, 

in turn, will restrict any growth on the (110) and (001) surfaces. 

 

Fig 4.26  XRD analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (a) without grain refiner, (b) 0.10 wt.% Ti , (c) 0.15 wt.% 

Ti. 
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4.5 TEM Analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy with Addition Master 

Alloy 

The TEM analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with additions of grain refiner is shown in 

Fig. 4.27 (a-e). The bright field image shows the presence of TiB2 particles of size 1 µm – 

2 µm, which have hexagonal structure with a = 0.3038 nm and c = 0.32392 nm [159]. The 

EDS analysis of the selected area (Fig. 4.27b) also confirmed the presence of boron 

elements.  From earlier studies [16] it is known that once TiAl3 and TiB2 particles are 

released into the melt, these turns as an excellent heterogeneous nucleation site for Al alloy. 

However, TiAl3 particles act as best heterogeneous nucleating sites for grain refinement. 

Our present in situ study demonstrates that the TiB2 particle also play a vital role in deciding 

the grain refining efficiency of the master alloy. TiB2 particles stabilize the TiAl3 phase in 

a finite temperature range beyond the solidification temperature of the alloy. TiB2 particles 

formed a thin layer on the surface of TiAl3 particles. So from this point of view, it can be 

observed that TiAl3 particles have good orientaional relationship with α-Al in the presence 

of TiB2 particles. 

Which decrease the dissolving rate of aluminide particles. This in turn, improving the grain 

refining efficiency of master alloy. The bright and dark field image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

likewise appeared in Fig. 4.27 (c &d). The relating SAED patterns indicate that TiAl3 

particles have tetragonal closed packed structure (002). The SAED pattern associated to 

TiAl3 confirms the lattice values obtained from the XRD spectrum. Particles with blocky 

morphology were found in the master alloy; the related SAED pattern is consistent with 

face centered cubic (fcc) structures and the corresponding lattice parameter a are estimated 

to be 2.36 𝐴˚ and affirmed by high magnification observations (as appeared in Fig. 4.27e). 

There is a certain pre –existing orientation relationship with perfect crystal matching 

between the Al-matrix and aluminide particles during solidification. The plane {111}𝐴𝑙is 

the closed packed plane correspond to {112}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
which has the highest structure factor and 

minimum interplanar spacing or d-value mismatch (1.60 %) [75].The other closed packed 

or nearly closed packed plane were detected in XRD analysis earlier (Fig. 4.1) which have 

perfect matching with Al matrix, these are  {111}𝐴𝑙 // {004}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
 and   {200}𝐴𝑙 // {004}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3

 

[75,76]. 
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Fig 4.27 TEM bright-field image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (a) TiB2 particles composed of an Al-rich core 

and Ti-rich shell, found at grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy; (b) EDS spectra obtained from 

the particle shell; (c) bright field image; (d) dark field image; and (e) distance measurement 

b/w the two successive planes. 

4.6 Effect of higher addition level in Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy 

It is observed that titanium silicide (Ti5Si3) also formed in the melt at higher addition 

level of grain refiner at 7.0 wt. % Si as shown in Fig. 4.28 (a-d) [164,165]. This has an 

adverse effect on reducing hot tear tendency. The EDX analysis confirmed precipitation of 

Ti5Si3, as illustrated in Fig. 4.28. CuAl2 phase was also observed as a hardening precipitates 

TiB2 particles 

(b) 

 C 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 
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which increases the hardness properties of the alloy but at the same time it increased the 

hot tearing tendency of the alloy. 

 

  

  

Fig 4.28 FESEM Micrograph of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (a) with 0.20 wt. % Ti, where the main intermetallic 

compounds have been indicated; (b) energy dispersive X-ray analysis of the particles, (c); 

and (d) corresponding EDX composition maps. 

4.7 Thermal Analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with Addition 

Master Alloy 

The cooling curve of cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is presented in Fig. 

4.29. The temperatures for the exothermic reaction thus evaluated in the as cast condition 

from Fig. 4.29 (Table 4.5, in appendix 5) are Ts= 549 ºC, Tl= 583 ºC and temperatures for 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with 0.10 wt.% Ti from Fig. 4.29 are Ts= 550 ºC, Tl= 589 ºC). While 

with the addition 0.15 wt.% Ti temperature range is Ts= 551 ºC, Tl= 594 ºC. An 

intermettalic phase CuAl2 is also present at 508 ºC. From DSC analysis, it is found that the 

addition of grain refiner increase the liquidus temperature of exothermic reaction.  An 

Al-CuAl2 

Ti5Si3 
(b) 

(d) (c) 

(a) 
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increase in the liquidus temperature indicates that lower under cooling is required for 

nucleation of α-phase, which leads to finer grains [160].  

 

Fig 4.29  DSC analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (a) without grain refiner; (b) 0.10 wt.% Ti; (c) 0.15 wt.% 

Ti.  

Estrin et al. [164], Cardoso [43] and Xiao [39] have also investigated the nucleation 

following additions of grain refiner to pure aluminium occurs beyond equilibrium melting 

temperature. So, growth of α-phase in a grain refined alloy take place rapidly than the un-

grain refined alloy due to the presence of TiAl3 particles in the melt [46,160,162–164]. 

4.8 Effect of Grain Refinement on Grain Size 

The grain size examination of cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is shown in 

Fig. 4.30. Sr was also added to observe its effect on grain size. When as cast master alloy 

is added (0.045 wt.%)to Al-7Si-3Cu alloy some refinement was obviously observed and 

the particle sizes are much exceeding the acceptance level of 580 µm. The grain size of α-

Al is attained near the acceptance level within 2 min of holding for each addition level. 

However, this alloy with addition 0.050 wt.% Ti shows remarkable change in the 

microstructure and size reduce upto 370 µm, further addition of grain refiner does not show 
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any significant reduction in grain size. Therefore, further addition level of titanium is 

undesirable.  

 

Fig 4.30 Grain size measurements of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with different levels of grain refiner 

4.9 Effect of Grain Refinement on Porosity 

Porosity in casting is undesirable and drops the mechanical properties of the alloy. 

Porosity is specified concerning voids or cavities formed in the casting during solidification 

[165]. The variations of porosity volume fraction for as cast and grain refined samples in 

different processing conditions are shown in Fig. 4.31. From the earlier studies [207], it is 

clearly seen that as the addition level of grain refiner is increased in the casting, the porosity 

level is decreased respectively. From the Fig. 4.31, the same trend has been observed in Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy. The maximum porosity level is observed in as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The 

porosity level reaches to minimum value with the addition of type D master alloy. 
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Fig 4.31 Effect of grain refinement on porosity in different processing conditions. 

4.10  Mechanical Properties of Al-7Si-3Cu Alloy 

The mechanical properties of the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy samples were analyzed to confirm 

the effect of grain refinement with addition of titanium. The details of the alloys and details 

of grain refinement are given in Table 3.4. The improvement in the mechanical properties 

of Al–7Si–3Cu alloys achieved by grain refinement is shown in Table 4.7. The refinement 

of Al–7Si-3Cu cast alloy has resulted in a 20.5 and 4 % improvement in the UTS and 

hardness respectively. Further, improvement in the UTS and hardness, to the extent of over 

19 and 32 %, could be achieved by adding mechanical worked (Al–5Ti–1B master alloy) 

in Al-7Si-3Cu cast alloy. 

4.10.1 Tensile properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

 

Tensile properties of Al–7Si–3Cu cast alloys mainly depend on the shape, size and 

size distribution of the α-Al dendrites, interdendritic networks of eutectic silicon plates and 

intermetallic CuAl2 phase formed along the interdendritic region. The results of the tensile 

properties are presented in Figures 4.32 to 4.36. The microstructure of cast Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy consists of large elongated primary α-Al grains and the eutectic silicon (plate like) 

induces poor ductility to the casting (Fig. 4.15a). The addition of Al–5Ti–1B master alloy 

converts large α-Al dendrites into fine equiaxed α-Al dendrites, eutectic silicon (plate like) 
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into reasonable particles and fine CuAl2 particles in the interdendritic region resulting in 

the improved mechanical properties. The improvements which are observed in the present 

studies are mainly due to structural differences between the cast, grain refined and grain 

refined with treated master alloy in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy.  

As seen earlier from the microstructure observation of Al–7Si–3Cu alloys treated with 

different type of grain refiner (Al–5Ti–1B) significantly refines the α-Al grains and 

converts them into fine equiaxed, while the eutectic silicon particles and CuAl2 phase 

appear to be unaffected, as expected. It is important to note that; the alloy has been cast in 

a graphite mould surrounded by fireclay brick (slow cooling) after grain refinement. Thus, 

further improvement in the mechanical properties can be expected for fast cooled castings, 

as this can lead to further refinement of the microstructures.  

The coarser primary α-dendritic structure exhibited low tensile values in the unrefined alloy 

(Fig. 4.32). The tensile properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type A master alloy 

increases with increase in wt.% Ti upto 0.150 wt.% Ti, which was due to the change in the 

morphology of primary α-phase from coarser dendritic structure to fine equiaxed structure. 

Whereas beyond 0.150 wt.% Ti, tensile strength decreases further due to increase in the 

grain size. The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type B master alloy (Fig. 4.33) exhibited 

enhanced results of tensile values at lower addition level in comparison to as received grain 

refiner.  

 

 

 

Fig 4.32 Tensile properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at 

different  wt.% Ti (a) 0; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 

0.15; and (e) 0.20. 

Fig 4.33 Tensile properties of cast Al-7Si-

3Cu alloy inoculated with ball 

milled Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at 

different wt.% Ti (a) 0.035; (b) 

0.040; (c) 0.045; and (d) 0.050.  
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Fig 4.34 Tensile properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy inoculated with annealed Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.030; 

(b) 0.035; (c) 0.040; and (d) 0.045. 

Fig 4.35 Tensile properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy inoculated with hot rolled 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at different 

wt.% Ti (a) 0.025; (b) 0.030; (c) 0.035; 

and (d) 0.040. 

 

 

Fig 4.36 Tensile properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and inoculated with different types of Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at 0.040 wt.% Ti. 

Fig. 4.34 and Fig. 4.35 show that the tensile properties are improved at lower addition level 

with inoculated type C and type D master alloy, respectively. The tensile properties of 

refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with the addition of type D master alloy (Fig. 4.35) at 0.035 wt.% 

Ti, roughly increased by 40 %. This shows that the optimum value of Al–5Ti–1B master 

alloy gives us the maximum tensile values (292 MPa) at 0.035wt.% Ti. The Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy inoculated (at, 0.040 wt.% Ti) with type D master alloy (Fig. 4.36) exhibited enhanced 

results of tensile values in comparison to the all type A, B, and C master alloy. 
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4.10.2 Hardness properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy  

The hardness properties of the as-cast and grain refined Al-7Si-3Cu alloy under 

different conditions are presented in Figures 4.37 to 4.41. The as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy has 

lower hardness value due to the coarser structures. The hardness properties of the alloy 

increases with increase in wt.% Ti up to 0.050wt.% Ti, and increased further with the 

addition 0.20 wt.% Ti (Fig. 4.37). This was due to the presence of higher number of 

heterogeneous nucleating particles and large intermetallic phase. After the comparison of 

Fig. 4.37, Fig. 4.38, Fig. 4.39 and Fig. 4.40, it has been observed that the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with type D master alloy exhibit improved results of hardness values in 

comparison to the type A, B, and C master alloy. The hardness properties of refined Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy with the addition of type D master alloy at 0.035 wt.% Ti, roughly increased 

by 34%. This shows that the optimum value of Al–5Ti–1B master alloy gives us the 

maximum hardness (89 HB) at 0.035 wt.% Ti. The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated (at, 0.040 

wt.% Ti) with type D master alloy (Fig. 4.41) showed the enhanced hardness values in 

comparison to the all type A, B, and C master alloy. 

 

  

Fig 4.37 Hardness properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at 

different wt.% Ti (a) 0; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.15; 

and (e) 0.20. 

Fig 4.38 Hardness properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu   alloy 

inoculated with ball milled Al−5Ti−1B    master alloy 

at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.035; (b) 0.040; (c) 0.045; 

and (d) 0.050. 
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Fig 4.39 Hardness properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with annealed Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at 

different wt.% Ti (a) 0.030; (b) 0.035; (c) 0.040; and 

(d) 0.045. 

 

Fig 4.40 Hardness properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

inoculated with hot rolled Al−5Ti−1B 

master alloy at different wt.% Ti (a) 0.025; 

(b) 0.030; (c) 0.035; and (d) 0.040. 

 

 

Fig 4.41 Hardness properties of cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and inoculated with different types of 

Al−5Ti−1B master alloy at 0.040 wt.% Ti.  

4.10.3 Quality index of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy  

The quality index (QI) can be used to observe the effect of grain refinement in 

different processing conditions [40,57]. The quality index gives the information about the 

quality of the parts cast with Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The QI explain the direct relation between 
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ductility and UTS into a single term. The QI for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy in different processing 

condition is shown in Fig. 4.42 and can be given by Eq. 51. 

 

QI (MPa) =UTS (MPa) +150 log (% E)       (51) 

 

 

 

Fig 4.42 Quality index (QI) of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy in different processing conditions. 

Moller et al. [224] reported the QI for as cast and grain refined Al-7Si alloy is about 365 

and 406 MPa values respectively. In the present investigation, sample D showed 449 MPa 

with addition of hot rolled master alloy in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. From above results for QI 

(Fig. 4.42), it is cleared that addition of treated master alloy significantly improved the 

tensile properties which are beneficial of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

4.10.4 Fractography analysis 

SEM technique was employed for fracture surface analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

after the tensile test to observe the mode of fracture. The fracture surfaces of Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy with and without addition of grain refiner are shown in Fig. 4.43 (a-c). Fig. 4.43a 

shows the facture surface of as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. This comprises the cleavage pattern 

which is the indication of lower ductility and lower mechanical properties. Addition of 

master alloy (0.025 wt.% Ti) decrease the average grain size of primary α-Al phase and 
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rounding of eutectic Si, therefore, the analysis of fracture surfaces from Fig. 4.43b reveals 

a quasi-cleavage pattern with very few dimples, is an suggestion of enhancement in 

elongation (%) as compared to as cast alloy. While the Fig. 4.43c consist more dimple as 

compared to other sample at addition level 0.035 wt.% Ti. Presence of dimples at this 

position showed a further improvement in the ductile behavior of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy.  

 

  

 

Fig 4.43 Fracture surface of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy; (a) as cast; and inoculated with Type D master 

alloy (b) 0.025 wt.% Ti; (c) 0.035 wt.% Ti. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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5 Chapter Five  

 Results And Discussion 

Hot Tearing Analysis 

This chapter presents a study of the effect of grain refiner on hot tearing tendency in Al-

7Si-3Cu alloy. This chapter also includes the study of the effect of mould temperature on 

hot tearing tendency in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy and characterization study of the hot teared 

surfaces. Al-5Ti-1B master alloy is added in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy as received type A and with 

treated master alloy of type B, C and D at varying wt.% Ti as shown in Table 3.4 for each 

case.  

5.1 Effect of Process Variables on Hot Tear in Al-7Si-3Cu 

Alloys 

5.1.1 Effect of mould temperature on hot tearing 

Figures 5.1 (a-e) show the effect of mould temperatures on hot tearing and the 

fracture surface of hot teared region at room temperature, 90 °C, 160 °C and 230 °C mould 

temperature respectively. It is observed that at mould temperature of 90 °C, 160 °C and 230 

°C the hot tear persists as shown in Figs. 5.1 (a-d). The crack surface is displayed in the top 

left corner to better appearance of tear. However, Fig. 5.1e shows that  hot tear  is eliminated 

at 300 °C mould temperature. This indicates that the mould temperature has a major effect 

on hot tearing tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloys [21,73,104]. At higher mould temperature 

principal strain was lower and hence, a reduced tendency to form hot tears resulted. Similar 

findings were reported by other investigators [142,167]. Mould temperature directly 

controls casting cooling rate and microstructure by providing an effective thermal gradient 

which in turn improves bulk feeding of metal at the advanced stage of solidification. Since, 

at  230 °C mould temperature minute cracks were observed. Therefore, further study is 

carried out at mould temperature of 230 °C to observe the effect of inoculants. 
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Fig 5.1  Effect of mould temperatures on hot tearing (a) Room temperature (b) 90 ºC 

temperature (c) 160 ºC temperature (d) 230 ºC temperature (e) 300 ºC temperature. 

5.1.2 Effect of GR on hot tearing 

Figures 5.2 (a-d) display the results of the castings of as cast and with the addition 

of 0.040 wt. % Ti, 0.045 wt. % Ti and 0.050 wt. % Ti at 230 ºC mould temperature 

respectively. The results suggest that the grain refinement reduces hot tearing severity of 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy by restricting the growth of α-phase [59, 168-170]. Hot tear crack is 

present nearby the junction of the down-sprue in casting bar for Al-7Si-3Cu alloy as shown 

in Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2c. As cast alloy is more prone to hot tearing in comparison to grain 

refined alloy. The magnified view of hot tear surface is displayed in the top left corner. At 

0.05 wt. % addition of titanium level (230 ºC mould temperature) the hot tear was 

eliminated as shown in Fig. 5.2d. This was also visible on comparing the microstructure of 

unrefined and refined cast alloy (Figs. 4.15 a-c). The microstructures are coarser dendrites 

 (e) 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
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even at 0.040 and 0.045 wt. % addition level of titanium. This is the reason for the 

appearance of cracks at 0.040 wt. % and 0.045 wt. % Ti alloy. While at 0.050 wt. % Ti 

level addition the hot tear was eliminated due to refinement of dendritic structure (Fig. 

4.15c). It has been shown that the hot tearing occurs at the mushy zone where the dendrites 

begin to interlock. For the alloy without grain refinement, the growing tips of the coarse 

dendrites meet each other at an earlier stage of solidification. This reduces the duration of 

the mass feeding and therefore increases the hot tearing tendency. However, for the grain 

refined alloys, the small equiaxed grains form, and the number of paths for the liquid to 

flow increases, which can increase the refilling capacity and possibly heal the cracks that 

formed previously. 

  

  

Fig 5.2 Effect of grain refinements on hot tearing in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy (a) as cast; (b) 0.040 

wt. % Ti; (c) 0.045 wt.% Ti; (d) 0.050 wt.%  Ti; at 230 ºC mould temperature.  

5.1.3 Effect of ball milled GR on hot tearing 

Figures 5.3 (a-d) show the hot tearing image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with addition 

0.045 wt.% Ti (type B). Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.3b clearly displays that hot tears are present at 

the 90º junction between the downsprue and casting bar. Grain refinement occurred but this 

amount was not able to reduce hot tearing and failed to accelerate an effective growth 

restriction of primary α-Al phase.  While the same amount of 30h and 50h ball milled grain 

refiner is introduced to the melt the crack is completely removed as shown in Fig. 5.3c and 

 (b)  (a) 

 (c)  (d) 
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Fig. 5.3d. This has happened due to more heterogeneous nucleation sites present in 30h and 

50h ball milled grain refiner in the melt. The grain size is correlated to hot tearing severity 

of the cast alloy, as an increase in hot tearing severity is due to a larger grain size[171].   

 
  

  

 

Fig 5.3 Hot tear image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy of as cast and with addition of ball milled grain 

refiner (0.045 wt. % Ti) at (a) as cast; (b) 10h; (c) 30h; and (d) 50h. 

5.1.4 Effect of annealed GR on hot tearing 

The effect of annealed grain refiner on hot tearing is displayed from Figures 5.4 (a-

h). Fig. 5.4a shows the hot tear crack of as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy with crack length 11 mm. 

When 400 ºC, 500 ºC and 600 ºC annealed grain refiner (0.040 wt.% Ti) is added to the 

melt, the crack length is reduced to 7, 5 and 2 mm (Fig. 5.4b to Fig. 5.4d) respectively. The 

visible cracks on each casting were measured using a measuring scale. The total crack 

length on each ring was the summation of the all crack lengths. From the Fig. 5.4e, it is 

observed that the hot tearing crack is completely eliminated by adding 700 ºC annealed 

grain refiner (0.040 wt.% Ti). It is attributed to the higher volume fraction of TiAl3 

particles. However, when 800 ˚C annealed grain refiner (0.040 wt.% Ti) and sectioned 

upper part of this sample were added to the melt, it showed hot tearing formation with 3 

mm and 15 mm crack length (Fig. 5.4f and Fig. 5.4g) respectively. At this temperature, 

nucleating particles got segregate to the bottom  

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
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Fig 5.4 Hot tear image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy of as cast and with addition of annealed grain 

refiner (0.040 wt.% Ti) for 8 hrs (a) as cast; (b) at 400; (c) 500; (d) 600; (e) 700; and 

(f) 800 ºC; (g) upper part; and (h) lower part annealed 800˚C. 

part of the master alloy (as shown in Fig. 4.10). When bottom part of this sectioned sample 

was added to the melt in same amount, which consist more nucleating particles, hence crack 

is eliminated (Fig. 5.4h). A sound casting was produced by addition of bottom part of 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 (e)  (f) 

 (g)  (h) 
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annealed sample at 800 ºC. When the added level of Al-5Ti-1B master is too high, the 

agglomeration phenomenon is apparent. It leads to grain coarsening, grain size non- 

uniform distribution, and low grain roundness, and then, the hot tearing tendency can be 

increased. According to the research results, it indicates that the addition of 700 ̊ C annealed 

GR, 0.040 wt.% (Ti) master alloy is most effective to reduce the grain size and hot tearing 

of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

5.1.5 Effect of hot rolled GR on hot tearing 

Figures 5.5 (a-d) show the hot tearing image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Fig. 5.5a 

illustrates the hot tear image of as cast Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. A large crack is observed near the 

down sprue. When the 25% hot rolled grain refiner (at, 0.035 wt.% Ti) was added to the 

melt the crack length was reduced but not completely eliminated (Fig. 5.5b). However, the 

addition of grain refiner in identical amount at 50 and 75 % reduction level was adequate 

to eliminate hot tearing (Fig. 5.5c and Fig. 5.5d).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5 Hot tear image of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy of as cast and with addition of hot rolled 0.035 

wt.% Ti (a) as cast; and at 250 ºC hot rolling temperature with (b) 25; (c) 50; (d) 75 

% reduction level. 

 

 (a)  (b) 

 (d)  (c) 
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This was happened due to the larger number of nucleating sites were present in the hot 

rolled master alloys. Type D master alloy showed leading effect on minimizing hot tearing 

tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Hot tear is completely eliminated at much lower addition 

level (0.035 wt.% Ti) in comparison to other type A, B and C master alloy. 

5.1.6 Porosity analysis of L-shape casting 

Porosity analysis has been carried out for as cast and with addition of Al-5Ti-1B 

grain refiner in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. The samples were cut from 3 different positions of the 

L- shaped die casting of the alloy as shown in Fig. 5.6. 

 

Fig 5.6 Chosen Positions for porosity, XRD and SEM analysis 

1st position: The first part to solidify 

2nd position: The middle part 

3rd position: The last part to solidify (susceptible to cracks) 

 

Fig 5.7 clearly displays the results of casting of as cast and with addition of type C grain 

refiner in A-7Si-3Cu alloy. It is clearly seen that the addition of grain refiner decreases the 

porosity level in the hot tear casting. At the 1st position, the porosity level is same in as cast 

and grain refined alloy. 2nd position has different porosity levels for as cast and grain refined 

Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. However, porosity level for as cast alloy is higher but not exceed to the 

level that this region became prone to hot tear. Though, 3rd position is more susceptible to 

hot tearing tendency. Fig. 5.7 shows that the porosity level is maximum for as cast alloy at 

3rd position, resulting hot tearing took place in this region. At the same position the level 
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of porosity is reduced by introducing grain refiner up to 3.7 %. This reduced porosity level 

is not sufficient to cut the liquid melt in the last stage of solidification. So, addition of grain 

refiner reduces the chance of formation of cracks at the 3rd position by better feeding of 

liquid metal and faster solidification. 

 

Fig 5.7 Porosity percentages at different positions of the L-shaped die casting 

5.2 XRD analysis of L-shape casting 

The XRD analysis of the three samples cut from different positions of the L-shaped 

die casting (Fig. 5.6) are shown in Figures 5.8 (a-c). The 1st position, which solidified first 

shows a high relative intensity of TiAl3 (JCPDF No. 01-072-5006) phase in the XRD 

analysis (Fig. 5.8a). The relative intensity of TiAl3 decreased at 2nd position and was the 

least at the 3rd position. From the above XRD analysis, it can be conclude that the casting 

part which contains least heterogeneous nucleating particles (TiAl3) is more susceptible to 

hot tearing. Therefore, to minimize porosity and hot tearing tendency of the Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy sufficient nucleating sites should be available in the alloy. 
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Fig 5.8   XRD analysis of (a) 1st position; (b) 2nd position; (c) 3rd position. 

5.3 SEM analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu in L-shape casting 

Figures 5.9 (a-d) show the SEM micrographs and their corresponding EDX mapping 

of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy at 1st position (Fig. 5.6). Form the micrograph analysis it is seen that 

this region consists more fine dendrites structure rather than equiaxed structure (Fig. 5.9a). 

However, the presence of titanium is observed and also confirmed with the help of mapping 

analysis (Fig. 5.9b). As shown in Fig. 5.9c and Fig. 5.9d that titanium is distributed 

thoroughly in the interdendritic region of α-Al phase. Which provide sufficient under 

cooling at the ahead of the liquid-solid interface and capable to eliminate hot tear from the 

casting. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig 5.9 SEM analysis of 1st  position, (a) SEM microstructure, (b) elemental analysis, (c) and 

(d) mapping analysis 

 

Figures 5.10 (a-d) show the mapping of SEM micrograph of Al-7Si-3Cu of 2nd position 

(Fig. 5.6). In this region hot tear was not propagate. In this region (Fig. 5.10a), 

microstructure is dendritic in nature but are less in comparison to 1st position. The 

elemental analysis and mapping display the presence of titanium particles in the region, 

which may be in the form of both TiAl3 and TiB2 particles as shown in Fig. 5.10 (b-d). 

Boron was added in very low quantity so it is not detected with the limitations of machine. 

These particles contribute to break the dendritic structure and ultimately reduced the hot 

tear. There is presence of copper particle, but there effect is reduced by titanium particles. 

The SEM microstructure shows that this region consists less Cu content in comparison to 

1st position. Copper is uniformly distributed throughout the α-Al matrix. However, silicon 

is present in great amount in this region, therefore, fluidity of liquid metal is quite high in 

this region. Higher fluidity of the melt reduces the hot tearing tendency of the Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy. 

 (a) 
 (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
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Fig 5.10 SEM analysis of 2nd   position, (a) SEM microstructure, (b) elemental analysis, (c) 

and (d) mapping analysis. 

 

Figures 5.11(a-f) show the SEM, elemental analysis and mapping of the 3rd position (Fig. 

5.6).  Fig. 5.11a shows a crack surface in the casting region. Major part of the crack surface 

shows the presence of aluminium and silicon content. From the elemental analysis (Fig. 

5.11b and Fig. 5.11c) it is clearly seen that this region consists very less quantity of 

titanium. Where, TiAl3 and TiB2 particles help in reducing dendritic structure and 

ultimately reduce the hot tear tendency of the particle. Since there was less existence of 

titanium, so the hot tear was present in this casting region, which is last stage to solidify. 

Fig. 5.11d shows the formation of spikes on the hot tearing surface which is due to the lack 

of feeding at the last stage of the solidification. Mapping analysis of this region clearly 

shows the absence of titanium particles (Fig. 5.11e and Fig. 5.11f). 

 (b) 
 (a) 

 (d)  (c) 
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Fig 5.11 SEM analysis of 3rd position, (a) fracture surface; (b) elemental analysis; (c) 

mapping analysis; (d) spike formation; (e) and (f)mapping analysis. 

 

For better understanding the mechanism of hot tearing in the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy the Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the fracture surface acquired from a representative 

hot teared surface are shown in Figures 5.12 (a-g). Fig. 5.12a shows the fracture surface 

area cracked during the hot tear test. Fig. 5.12b and Fig. 5.12c show the fracture surface 

from the center areas, this is the latter stage of solidification of melt near the down-sprue 

and solidification mode was columnar as seen in earlier studies [62,96].  Fig. 5.12d and 

Fig. 5.12e show detached solid bridges and free dendrite structures, few of them are 

fragmented due to tensile loading in the mushy zone and outer dendrites are partially  

 (a) 

 (e) 

 (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 (f) 

Spike formation 
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Fig 5.12 SEM fractographs of (a) hot tear surface of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy die casting showing the whole 

cross section area; (b); and (c) fracture surface from the internal areas showing connected 

dendrites which are rupture during the test; (d); and (e) Showing the bumpy nature of hot tear 

surface at during tensile loading in mushy zone at higher magnification respectively; (f); 

Feature of porosity and liquid folds on fracture surface. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

 (f) 

Outside 

Inside 

(e) 

 Porosity 

 

Liquid folds 
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Fig. 5.12. SEM fractographs of (g) the corresponding EDX mapping of Fig. (f). 

 

separated while inner dendrites are associated with each other. The conversion from a 

mushy state described hot tearing, where almost all the solidifying grains are detached by 

liquid films [85,157,171]. This can be attributed to shrinkage and porosity leading to either 

insufficient interdendritic feeding, or absence of eutectic liquid between interdendritic 

regions. Fig. 5.12f shows the presence of porosity in the hot tear region; this obstructs the 

continuous flow of liquid during the last stage of solidification. Investigators [56-58] 

confirmed that they all revealed the bumpy nature of fracture surfaces, made of additional 

dendrite arm tips.  Hot tear persists by breaking the contacts between dendrites below the 

solidus temperature. However, during interdendritic separation, the liquid film is dense 

enough to facilitate the formation of dendritic tip, and can be observed in Fig. 5.12f as 

liquid folds on fractured surface. Fig. 5.12g shows the corresponding EDS analysis results. 

It can be observed that the hot tear region has lower titanium and higher copper content 

respectively. This observation supports the statement that the presence of copper in the 

alloy leads to higher probability of hot tearing. At higher concentrations, copper phase 

segregates in form of CuAl2 and MgCuAl2 during solidification [172], which leads to 

depletion of eutectic alloy, as lesser liquid is left for micro-feeding. Thus, the higher 

concentration of copper adversely affects the eutectic alloy and leads to formation of 

cracks. As titanium has a profound affinity for the solid phase, its concentration in the melt 

drops as the solidification continues and at low titanium concentrations of the peritectic 

horizontal, bulk titanium TiAl3 particles are unstable in contact with the melt and dissolved 

quickly, resulting large columnar grains was observed at the center [173-175].  

 

(g) 
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Crack susceptibility of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy due the presence of Fe 

and Cu elements 

  Figures 5.13 (a-e) show the SEM and EDX analysis of the grain refined and fracture 

surface of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Fig. 5.13a shows the presence of intermetallic, β-FeCu and α-

MnFe which are in needle shape [176,177]. These intermetallics phases could bridge a gap 

between primarily solidified dendrites, in particular, where low Fe content was presented 

since the solid fraction was still small (around 0.60 wt.%). As it is observed that the θ-

CuAl2 phases remain in the interdendritic region at the fracture surface. Fig. 5.13b shows 

the hot teared surface of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy at lower magnification.  
 

  

  

Fig 5.13 SEM analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy; (a) Grain refined; (b &c) hot tear surface; (d 

&e) EDX analysis of the selected area of fracture surface. 

(CuAl2
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) 
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The hot tear region created by breaking the remaining liquid folds have a very dissimilar 

behavior as this can be seen in Fig. 5.13c. The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy has much more β-FeCu 

than α-MnFe on the hot tear surface [176]. The EDX analysis has been carried out to detect 

the existence of elements on hot tear surface (Fig. 5.13 d& e). All other alloys contain a 

larger proportion of β-FeCu segments [177]. The presence of θ particles developed from 

the tear surface of the Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. Hot teared region with frozen liquid melt formed 

at surrounding temperature near the surface (last stage of solidification) [178]. Hot tears 

were still initiating at a lower temperature than the onset temperature of the eutectic 

reaction. The similarity in shape of the θ particles and their fine sizes result from eutectic 

precipitation and inadequate time to propagate since hot tearing arisen through 

solidification. At this point, solid skeleton formation begins to transfer tensile forces at the 

early stage, which suggests that a continuous dendritic network formed in the mushy zone 

starts to separate under the applied tensile force for hot tearing to occur. 

5.4 TEM analysis of hot tearing surface 

The TEM analysis of 1st and 3rd locations of test bar (Fig. 5.6) has been carried out to 

observe the effect of titanium and copper on hot tearing tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy as 

shown in Figs. 5.14 (a-h). The results have been investigated with the help of crystals 

orientational relationship between Al and TiAl3 particles. Fig. 5.14a shows the TiAl3 

particles which have a tetragonal structure with a = 0.3846 nm and c = 0.8594 nm. [151]. 

These TiAl3 particles are found at the center of the α-Al grains, and boride particles are 

pushed along the grain boundary. According to the X-ray diffraction theory, the closed 

packed plane normally to the plane that has the highest structure factor e.g. the plane 

{001}Al is the closed packed plane correspond to {002}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
[76], which has the highest 

structure factor and low wetting angle. The other closed packed or nearly closed packed 

plane are identified in this TEM analysis as found in XRD analysis earlier which have 

perfect matching with Al matrix, these are {111}𝐴𝑙|| {112}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
, {200}𝐴𝑙||{200}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3

, 

and  {200}𝐴𝑙||{004}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3
. 

Fig. 5.14b displays the TEM micrograph of the fracture surface (at, position 3rd). The 

corresponding SAED pattern is shown in figure Fig. 5.14c. The present planes 

{111}𝐴𝑙||{101}𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3  shows the poor matching between the Al and TiAl3 (aluminide) 

phases, the minimum dis-registry is 31%, which is quite high. At the hot tear region, the 

two phase are not coherent resulting in the larger lattice strain [33].  This is a major cause 
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of opening of hot tears in this region. Although, at fractured region TiAl3 particles were in 

much lower quantity as compared to 1st position. Subsequently, it was not capable of 

resisting the tensile load in the mushy zone between interdendritic regions. The EDS 

analysis confirmed that this surface (fracture) contained α-Al, Si, Cu and apart from the 

significant amount of titanium. The copper particle was equally distributed at the hot tear 

surface in a higher amount which favors the statement that copper increase the hot tear 

tendency of the alloy. Eskin et. al [232] performed inspections and support the same trend. 

The Cu-content has a dominating influence on hot tearing susceptibility in Al-7Si-3Cu-

alloys (Fig. 5.14f). A high Cu-content result in a significant hot tearing susceptibility (high 

HCS, and high CSC), a high Ti content reduces hot tearing susceptibility (low HCS and 

low CSC) [229]. Furthermore, theoretically predicted phases were also taking into account. 

Many investigators [47,69,233] found that at higher Cu concentrations Cu-phases segregate 

in the form of CuAl2, Al5Cu2Si6, and CuAl2Mg during solidification; this has a negative 

influence and depletes the alloy of eutectic available for micro feeding. The aggregate of 

precipitated Mg-containing phases in the eutectic in the as-cast alloy is less [209]. Titanium 

was also present at the fracture surface, but in lesser quantity, it was not able to provide 

adequate heterogeneous nucleation sites for the grain refinement process, resulting in poor 

refinement on the α-Al surface, resulting hot tear occurred. To reduce the hot tearing 

tendency of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy, it is necessary to be presents aluminide particles of the 

minimum misfit. TiAl3 particles should be present in each direction corresponds to an 

absolute aH/aB value, with basal facts larger than the critical α-Al nucleation size, for a 

given under cooling achieved during the casting. Edge-to-Edge matching is a governing 

approach that enables the prediction of those particles that can act as an effective nucleating 

substrate during solidification. From a crystallographic point of view [151], although AlB2, 

TiAl3, and TiB2 are all active heterogeneous nucleants for Al-alloys industry, the predicted 

ability of the substrates varies. 
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Fig 5.14 TEM analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy; (a) Grain refined; (b &c) hot tear surface; 

(d &e) EDX analysis of fracture surface; (f) presence of copper on hot tear surface. TEM 

analysis of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy; 

(112)TiAl
3
 

(111)Al 

 (a) (b) 

 (d) 

 (e)  (f) 
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Fig 5.14  (g &h) EDX mapping of the selected area of fracture surface.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK                                                                   

Based on present investigations the following conclusions are made. 

 Addition of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy refined the α-Al phase in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

 The improved grain refining efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy after ball milling 

could be attributed to the decrease in TiAl3 particles size but, excessive refining of 

TiAl3 nucleating sites probably accelerates fading of particles hence decreasing of 

the grain refining efficiency. 

 The improved grain refining efficiency of Al-5Ti-1B master alloy after annealing 

could be attributed to the increase in volume fraction of TiAl3 particles. 

 The better grain refining performance of the hot rolled Al-5Ti-1B master alloy as 

compared to the type A, type B and Type C master alloy could be attributed to the 

decrease in the particle size (15 µm) and the increase in the number of fine TiAl3 

particles due to the fracture of TiAl3 during rolling. 

 Addition of Al–5Ti–1B master alloy could result in significant improvement in the 

mechanical properties of Al–7Si–3Cu alloy to the extent of above 20.5%, 23.8%, 

28.5% and 39%, respectively in UTS with addition of type A, type B, type C and 

type D master alloys separately. 

 Hardness properties of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy were improved due to the addition of type 

A, type B, type C and type D master alloys in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy individually.  

 At 300 ºC mould temperature, hot tear is completely disappeared  from the test bar. 

At this temperature the initiation of hot cracks could be refilled by the remaining 

liquid and healed, which lead to the lower hot tearing tendency . 

 The results showed a good correlation between hot tears and grain size, as a 

reduction in hot tearing tendency was attended by a decrease in grain size. The 

addition of type A master alloy at 0.050 wt.% Ti in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy hot tearing 

got eliminated at 230 ºC mould temperature. 

 The addition of type B master alloy (0.045 wt.% Ti) with 30h and 50h ball milling 

completely eliminated hot tearing in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. However, the optimum grain 

refinement of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy is attained with the addition for 30h, at 0.045 wt.% 

Ti with average particles size 20 µm. Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type B 

master alloy at same addition level of Ti for 50h does not show the further 

refinement due to the additionally smaller size of TiAl3 particles.  
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 The addition of 0.040 wt.% Ti annealed grain refiner for 8 hours at 700 ˚C 

eliminated hot tear in Al-7Si-3Cu alloy. 

 The Al-7Si-3Cu alloy inoculated with type D master alloy at 0.035 wt.% Ti for 50% 

hot rolled reduction at 250 ˚C displayed that hot tearing got eliminated from the test 

bar at lower addition level in comparison to type A, type B, type C master alloys.  

 SEM analysis of hot tearing surface shows that remaining intergranular liquid film 

and liquid bridge are dense enough to permit the formation of bumping tips and 

liquid folds.  

 

Suggestion for Future Work 

The suggestions for future work are; 

 EBSD analysis can be performed on hot tearing surface to better understand the 

grain refinement mechanism. 

 Tomography studies on Al-7Si-3Cu alloy can be explored to get the internal 

structure of the samples. 

 Extensive study about the machinability and corrosion resistance of Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy may also be performed. 

 Investigate the mechanism of hot tear in welding and compare to the casting. 

 Combined effect of grain refiner and modifier on hot tearing. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Charge calculation for preparation of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy 

For the production of 1 Kg of Al-7Si-3Cu alloy the raw material are following: 

 Master alloy (Al-13%Si), let assume the value ‘x’ gm, 

 Al-33Cu = y gm 

 Pure Al = 1-x-y gm 

 

 

 Al     +    Al-13Si   +    Al-33Cu     →     Al-7Si-3Cu 

         (1-x-y)           x                     y                          1Kg 

 

Balancing the Si from the both side, we have- 

 (x X 13)/100 = 70 gm 

 x = 538.46 gm 

Balancing the Si from the both side, we have- 

 (y X 33)/100 = 30 gm 

 y = 90.90 gm 

So equation becomes- 

 Al         +      Al-13Si     +     Al-33Cu      →      Al-7Si-3Cu 

       370.64gm         538.46gm          90.90gm                    1Kg 
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Appendix 2 

 

   Table 4.3 Mean particle size of nucleating particles of as cast and after ball milling 

Master 

alloy 

Ball milling 

time (hour) 

Mean 

(µm) 

S.D. min max Particle less 

than 25 µm 

1 - 54.2 11.3 23 80 29 

2 10 42.1 6.2 14 54 48 

3 30 20.0 5.1 11 32 64 

4 50 9.0 5.1 6 22 98 

 

 

Appendix 3 

 

 Table 4.4 Mean particle size of nucleating particles of as cast and after annealing 

Master 

alloy 

Annealing 

temperature(˚C) 

mean S.D. min max Particle less 

than 25 µm 

1 - 54.2 11.3 23 80 29 

2 400 50.1 9.2 22 80 48 

3 500 47.2 8.1 19 79 54 

4 600 46.0 7.1 18 78 58 

5 700 36.8 5.9 14 78 72 

6 800 53.9 10.7 23 80 32 

7 800 upper part 60.3 9.3 32 80 13 

8 800 lower part 36.3 6.3 13 54 76 
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Appendix 4 

 

Table 4.5 Mean particle size of nucleating particles of as cast and after hot rolling 

Master 

alloy 

Rolling 

temperature(˚C) 

Reduction 

level 

mean S.D. min max Particle less 

than 25 µm 

1 - - 54.2 11.3 23 80 29 

2 250 25 32.1 9.2 17 52 54 

3 250 50 22.2 8.1 14 46 64 

4 250 75 15.0 5.1 11 39 78 

5 350 25 36.8 9.5 19 53 52 

6 350 50 23.9 8.7 16 44 61 

7 350 75 17.3 9.3 14 41 72 

 

Appendix 5 

 

Table 4.6 Phase transformations for exothermic reaction 

Sample Wt.% Ti Eutectic 

temperature (Ts) 

Liquidus temperature 

(Tl) 

1 - 549 583 

2 0.10 550 589 

3 0. 15 551 594 
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Appendix 6 

 

Table 4.7 Influence of grain refinement on the mechanical properties of Al-7Si-3Cu 

alloy 

Type of grain 

refiner 

Wt.% Ti UTS QI (MPa) Hardness 

(HB) 

A0 0.001 210 367 65 

A 0.050 253 404 78 

B 0.045 260 419 92 

C 0.040 270 438 98 

D 0.035 292 449 102 
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